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Early in 1963 the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission began work
on a series of major regional planning studies directed at the preparation of certain
key elements of an advisory plan for the physical development of the Region. The
findings and recommendations of these studies will be presented in Planning Reports
to be published by the Commission upon the completion of each of these studies or
major phases thereof. These .Planning Reports are intended to constitute the official
findings and recommendations of the Commission. Much valuable information is being
collected in the course of these planning studies, however, that may be helpful in
assisting various public and private bodies within the Region in reaching decisions con
cerning community development. Consequently, the Commission has decided to present
such information on a work progress basis through the media of interim Technical
Reports such as this.

This document constitutes a progress report on Commission research efforts over
the last two years directed toward the development of mathematical models for the
design and test of land use plans. Although these models were developed primarily for
application in the regional land use-transportation study, they also represent a basic
contribution to planning technology potentially useful in urban and regional planning in
this country and throughout the world. During their development the land use models
have attracted attention of planners not only in the United States but also more recently
in West Germany, Japan, and Great Britain.

The experimental application of the two land use models described in the report are
based on the City of Waukesha. Waukesha, which is a relatively self-contained urban
unit, was selected for early experiments in order to reduce the amount of data needed
to test the models. As this report goes to press, data preparations are almost com
plete for a regional application of the first model, the land use simulation model, to
test the land use plans being formulated in the regional land use-transportation study.
The second model, the land use plan design model, was not conceptualized as an
integral part of the original land use-transportation study program. Because this
model represents a more baSic and comprehensive research effort than the land use
simulation model, further development will be required.

Respectfully submitted,
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PREFACE

This technical report on the Land Use Plan Design Model and the Land Use Simulation

Model documents the second phase of a three-phase program to develop a working set of

land use mOdels to aid in the preparation and test of a regional land use plan.

The first phase of the program, involving the conceptional formulation of three plan'

ning models, was previously described in SEWRPC Planning Repor t No.1, Regional Planning

Systems Study, prepared as a part of the SEWRPC ini t ial work program wi th the assistance

of a HHFA Section 701 planning grant (Project No. Wis. P-6). One of these models, the

Land Use Simulation Model (originally designated the Spatial Activity Model), provides

the major subject matter of this report. A second of the original models, the Regional

Economic Simulation Model (originally designated the Regional Activity Model), will be
described in a companion technical report. The third model relating to water resources

has not yet been developed since it was not directly related to the current land use
transportation study.

In the second phase of the program, the Land Use Simulation Model was further developed

and tested in a small city pilot area in Waukesha, Wisconsin. The results of these tests

were encouraging enough to warrant the application of the model on a regional basis to

test the regional land use plans now in preparation. The third phase of the program

will relate to this regional application of the model.

During the second phase, development of the Land Use Simulation Model, the need for a
companion model to aid in the design, as well as the test of the plan, became obvious.

This model, the Land Use Plan Design Model, is also described in this report despite

the fact that it has not yet been developed to the level of the other model. The design

model is such an integral part of the planning philosophy, as here conceived, that its

ommission would seriously hamper an unders tanding of the planning sys tem described.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

THE FUNCTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN LAND USE PLAN DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

Two Basic Problems: Plan Design and Plan Implementation
To be successful in the attempt to improve the urban and rural environment, land use plan
ning must deal with two complex interrelated problems. The first problem is that of plan
design which relates to the synthesis of a plan for the future spatial location of land use ac
tivities that satisfies some set of plan objectives. A second problem, for which the first is
a necessary prerequisite, involves the implementation or realization of the previously de
signed plan in the real world.

This report explains the application of applied mathematics and electronic computation in the
form of a pair of mathematical models to the dual problems of land use plan design and im
plementation. The Land Use Plan Design Model is intended to deal better with the first of
these problems. The Land Use Simulation Model is intended to deal with the second of these
problems. The conceptual bases, theoretical development, and practical application of these
two models are the subject of this report.

The complexity of these two problems and the inherent limitations of current conventional
land-use planning methods to deal with this complexity justify the expensive and time-con
suming effort required to develop and apply mathematical models to the land-use planning
problem. Although few individuals would now question the complexity or importance of these
two planning problems, some would suggest caution in ambitious claims regarding their im
pending solution. The complexity of these problems may be so abstruse and elusive as to
defy the present state of the art in both mathematics and computation. Such a reservation
would be directly related to two factors underlying the current decline of the design approach
to land use planning: 1

First, as a result of technological advance and social change, the size and com
plexity of our urban concentrations has grown enormously. Their function and
growth patterns now surpass the intuitive understanding and powers of normative
reduction of any single individual. Second, the relative expansion of the private
market economy in urban land, and the growth of a pluralistic society, have
greatly complicated the processes of decision-making and control in urban de
velopment. The master-builder can no longer impose his will upon all groups
and individuals who by their actions, contribute to change and to the emerging
pattern of urban form at any particular time.

The first factor in the decline is really a critique of design technology and applies to the
whole field of design, not just to urban design. Despite the rapid advance of science in re
cent decades, the technology of design has lagged significantly. The design process has be
come extremely complex and design engineers not only have a much wider area of choice of
materials and processes available for new products but must design these products to meet
an increasingly complex set of requirements. Techniques of design have not advanced to keep
pace with the needs for making better design choices in an increasingly complex situation. In
some cases, the wider range of choice actually has been detrimental to the final quality of the
product, as evidenced by the fantastic rate of failure of new products in industry.

What is true for product design is accentuated for urban plan design. The size and complex
ity of urban form and the dynamic nature of urban development have indeed reached incredible

1 Britton Barris, "Some Problems in the Theory of Intra-Urban Locat ion"; Penn-Jersey Transpor
tation Study, P. J. Paper No.3, 1962.



proportions in modern times, and some radically new innovations must be developed to cope
with the completely changed nature of the urban design problem. It is hard to contest the in
ability of anyone designer, however great, to intuitively manipulate all the variables involved
in a complete urban plan design.

With the aid of mathematical models, however, and with the means of practical application
of such models available in the computer, the many variables and conflicts involved in urban
design may not only be amenable to resolution but to resolution in an optimal fashion in accord
with plan objectives.

The second factor in the decline of the design approach to land use planning implies that,
even if urban complexity can be overcome, the plan design cannot be implemented because of
the pluralistic distribution of decision-making in our society. Difficulties encountered in
urban plan implementation support this assertion. The situation is not hopeless; however,
the problem must first be clearly and specifically stated. One such way of stating the problem
is as follows:

1) The objective of land use plan implementation is to bring about the target plan design.
The variables describing this plan (land use activities in different areas) are known
as the target variables.

2) These target variables may be influenced by certain other variables known as the
controlled variables which are subject to governmental decisions. These variables
are those associated with public works programming and public land use controls.

3) These target variables are also influenced, however, by uncontrolled variables deter
mined by private decision-makers, such as land developers, builders, and households.

The problem of land use plan implementation then, stated succinctly, is how to achieve a
given set of target variables representing the land use plan design using the controlled varia
bles and considering the possible adverse influence of the uncontrolled variables. The situa
tion resembles that of a ship captain piloting his vessel toward home port (target variable)',
keeping the ship on the required base course through utilization of the rudder and engines
(controlled variables), and in the presence of wind and seas (uncontrolled variables) con
tinuously driving the ship off its course. The purpose of the Land Use Simulation Model is to
help determine the steering and engine room signals (controlled variables) needed to guide
land development so as to reach the home port of the plan design (target variables).

LAND USE-TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROCESS
The subjects of this report are land use plan design and implementation and the related land
use plan design and simulation models. Land use plan design and implementation, however,
are only two of a sequence of functions in the planning process. For this reason, the intro
duction of the models will be preceded by a brief discussion of the role of mathematical
models in a specific land use-transportation planning sequence.

A system diagram illustrating the functional relationships in the land use-transportation plan
ning process is shown in Figure 1. Although this diagram specifically represents the planning
sequence related to the formulation of a regional land use-transportation plan, it is typical of
other land use facility planning sequences.

The first function in the planning sequence is that of population and employment forecasting.
Because population and employment are the primary determinants of land use requirements,
they must be forecast as a preliminary to the determination of future land use requirements.
In the land use-transportation planning program of the South~asternWisconsin Regional Plan
ning Commission, new methods of socio-economic forecasting are being investigated in an

2
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attempt to provide more accurate and comprehensive employmentand population forecasts.
These new techniques, which center around a regional economic simulation model, are the
subject of a companion technical report 2 and will not be discussed in detail here. Whatever
the method used, population and employment forecasts must be provided as the output of the
first step of the planning sequence.

In the second function, aggregate land use demand requirements are determined by applying
a conversion coefficient, usually designated as a design standard, to each employment and
population category. Such a multiplication and summation will result in a detailed classified
set of aggregate demands for residential, industrial, commercial, and other land uses. These
aggregate.demands provide one of the primary inputs to t~e third function, plan design.

Plan design lies at the heart of the planning process. The land use plan design function con
sists essentially of the allocation of a scarce resource-Iand-between competing and often
conflicting land use activities. This allocation must be accomplished so as to satisfy the ag
gregate needs for each land use and comply with all of the design standards derived from the
plan objectives at an acceptable cost.

The plan selected in the design stage of the planning process must be implemented in the real
world under conditions often adverse to its realization. Private decisions of land developers,
builders, and households may run contrary to the development of the land pattern prescribed
in the plan. This problem of plan implementation is the function of the third stage of the plan
ning process, illustrated in Figure 1, land use plan implementation test.

Land use plan implementation is simulated in the Land Use Simulation Model by detailed re
presentation of the decision processes of households and business firms influential in land
development. Public land use control policies and public works programs are exogenous in
puts to the model. In practice, a number of experimental simulation runs must be performed
with different land use control policies and public works programs until a set of policies and
programs are determined that result in the implementation of the target land use plan. The
feedback on the diagram between land use development and land use plan design accounts for
changes that may have to be made in the plan design to make it attainable. The output of the
third stage of the process is a land use plan capable of practical implementation.

The remaining stages of the planning sequence depicted in Figure 1 relate to the develop
ment of a transportation plan. The primary inputs to a transportation system are the trips
generated as a function of land use. For this reason, the land use plan is shown in the dia
gram as an input to the transportation plan design. It will be noted that no models are in
dicated in the transportation plan design function. None are known to exist at this time. Trip
distribution, modal split, and traffic assignment models may be used to test the plan intui
tively designed by the transportation planner. As a result of model simulation, the trans
portation plan network is revised until a satisfactory system is developed.

Although each function in the planning process is important to the final realization of a crea
tive and practical plan, the vital role is played by plan design since it is the focal point of all
preceding and succeeding planning activity.

DESIGN AND SIMULATION MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
The Land Use Plan Design Model and the Land Use Simulation Model represent two contrast
ing types of mathematical models. The Land Use Plan Design Model is a design, or by the
more common designation, a normative model that provides an efficient search procedure for
evaluating alternative plans in the light of stated objectives and within the boundaries of re
lated constraints. In short, this design model specifies a desired land use pattern.

2 SEWRPC Technical Report No.5, The Regional Economic Simulation Model, Theory, and Application,
1965.
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Actual and not necessarily desired land use development is simulated by the Land Use Simu
lation Model. This simulation model is a positivistic model in that it represents the actual
rather than the ideal behavior of private land development decision-makers. Land develop
ment is represented as a dynamic process which is continually changing over time.

Both of these models may be more fully understood through a clarification of the nature of
models and particularly their role in architecture and engineering. Models are representa
tions of the real world that are used to explain or modify some aspect of it. Originally,
models were confined to physical representations of structures. These physical models were
related in scale to the objects represented. The basic purpose of these physical models was
that of dimensional analysis. The dimensional relationships of a building or bridge could be
analyzed using the model since there was a geometric similarity between the model and the
real object.

At first, the dimensions of physical models were restricted to static characteristics, such
as height, width, length, and weight. Later, the dynamic dimension of time was added; and
aircraft and ship models not only "looked like" their real world counterparts but "acted like"
them over a period of time. The dynamic characteristics of ships and aircraft could be deter
mined in model water basins and wind tunnels just as the static dimensional characteristics
of bridges and buildings had been.

Architects and engineers usingthese physical models as aids in design understood their limi
tations. They realized that they were only approximations of the real object in question.
Certain detailed characteristics of the object were not well represented in the model. The
key question, however, related to the degree of accuracy of the approximation. If the re
presentation was accurate enough for the relationship being studied, it was useful in des
cription or design.

A mathematical model is like a physical model in that it is a representation of the real world.
Instead of physical dimensions, however, the similarity is expressed in mathematical sym
bols. Physical dimensions of the modeled object are represented as algebraic variables in a
mathematical relationship such as an equality. A very simple example of such a static model
is the equation which represents the weight of a cube by the third power of its side dimension
multiplied by the density of the material involved. This mathematical model resembles the
real object in the sense that it embodies the same relationships between weight, side dimen
sion, and density as the real object.

A mathematical model becomes dynamic when time is included as one of the variables. A
very simple example of such a dynamic model is the equation which represents the velocity
of a falling body accelerated by gravity as a function of time. A slightly more complex such
model represents the vertical motion of an oscillating weight on a spring. Dynamic models
differ from static models in the interaction of other variables with the variable of time.

Because of the logical relationship between mathematics and language, a mathematical rela
tionship is equivalent to a sentence in language. The cube and vehicular velocity models dis
cussed above could be expressed in words, as well as mathematical symbols, as in fact was
actually done in the previous paragraphs. A language, such as English, however, does not
provide an ideal vehicle for the expression of models because of the multiple meanings of
words and the difficulty in manipulating verbal statements. Mathematics allows for more
precise definition of variables and facilitates the manipulation of complex relationships.

The language analogy does assist, however, in clarifying the function of a mathematical model
as a statement of an outcome. The cubic weight model states that the outcome of a given side
dimension and material density will be a given weight of the cube. The dynamic model of a
falling body states the velocity "outcome" of a falling body after a given period of time.

5



Most models are statements of the value, outcome, or output of one dependent variable de
pending on the values of other independent variables. A special class of models, important
in planning, are optimal-value or normative models which are capable of determining the
values of the variables that result in an optimal outcome. The Land Use Plan Design Model
is an example of such a modeL This design model optimizes the cost variable by determining
the land use plan that minimizes development costs while complying with land use demands
and design standards.

The second land use model, the Land Use Simulation Model, is not an optimal-value modeL
It is only an outcome-producing model which includes the variable of time. Such models
are generally designated as simulation models because they simulate the dynamic sequence
of some. pr·ocess. Strictly speaking, siIIlulation models would not need to include the vari
able of time; and in this sense aN models, other than optimal-value models, are simula
tion models. A simulation model that includes the time variable is more strictly a dynamic
simulation modeL

It is important to realize that the concept of a model is not entirely new. As has been pre
viously pointed out, physical models have been used by architects and engineers for some
time. Moreover, since a model, broadly defined, is a representation of reality, then all
thought is a model since it is a representation of reality.

It is also necessary, however, to understand what is new in the concept of simulation models
and their recent application. Optimal-value models, while not strictly new since the calculus
was used to determine maxima and minima, have reached a high state of development in the
last two decades. Mathematical programming in all of its forms-linear, nonlinear, and
dynamic-has made the application of optimal-value models a practical reality. Prior to the
development of the Simplex Algorithm by Dantzig after World War II, linear programming in
most of its current applications was not practicaL A model, such as the Land Use Plan De
sign Model, even with the largest and fastest digital computer, could not be developed without
the techniques of linear and dynamic programming.

Since the objective of science is to describe nature, optimal-value models have little use in
this area (unless nature is believed, as in some economic-ecological theories, to act in an
optimal manner). In the applied fields of business management, architectural and engineer
ing design, and urban planning, however, optimal-value models are at the core of the task to
be accomplished, which is to apply nature to the purposes of man.

Dynamic simulation (process) models, in a generic sense, are less new than optimal-value
models since any equation that includes the variable of time is, in a sense, a dynamic simu
lation modeL What is new is the practical reality of large-scale simulation models. Prior
to the advent of the digital computer, large-scale simulation models could be formulated but
not economically solved. One solution of the model could consume many man-years of human
effort. With an electronic digital computer, however, large-scale simulation models of the
type represented by the Land Use Simulation Model may be computed in a reasonable time
and, therefore, become practical tools for planning application.

Both the regional economic simulation and the land use simulation models, developed by the
Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, are dynamic process models which
generate a synthetic history of the system variables over a period of time. Starting from a
given set of initial conditions, the difference equations used in the model permit the calcula
tion of the change in the system variables during the first time intervaL The new state of the
system then becomes the new base for the change computations of the second time period. If
A is the initial residential land area and a function dR expresses the rate of change in resi
dential land use in a given time period, then:

6



~ = ~-l+( dT) (dR)
where

R: = A
0

and
dR = f(xpx2---~)

~ - Residential land area

dT - Recursive time interval

dR - Rate of change of residential land use

XltX2---~ - Other model variables influencing the rate of
change of residential land use

In general, the difference equations are sequentia1 3 rather than simultaneous, although an
exception to this general rule exists in the Land Use Simulation Model which has both simul
taneous and sequential relationships.

Both the regional economic and land use simulation models are made up of a large number of
equations of the type illustrated above. Four classes of problems 4 exist in the development
of simulation models of this kind: 1) the formulation of the basic functional relationships in
volved in the model, 2) the development of a computer program of the model, 3) the estima
tion of the parameters for the model relationships, and 4) the validation of the model.

The rationale for each of these problems in the Land Use Simulation Model will be explained
and related to the current state of model development.

It is well to recognize that these simulation models represent only a part of a large number of
similar model development efforts in urban planning and other fields now underway in this
country and other parts of the world. The work of the Social System Research Institute at the
University of Wisconsin on national economic simulation models~ the program of Jay For
rester and his associates in industrial dynamics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,6
and many unpublished proprietary simulation models developed by individual industrial firms
are only a few of the programs, proceeding along the same general lines.

Most land use models of the non-design variety, aimed at forecasts of future land use, how
ever, have not been dynamic simulation models but, rather, single-stage forecasts of land
use for a given point in time. An exception to this general situation is the Penn-Jersey re
gional growth model, which combined simulation and linear programming using a five-year
iteration time. Model practitioners have generally recognized the inherent desirability of a
dynamic simulation model, but most projects have been limited by a lack of data and have had
to make use of data collected for other purposes.

3Sequential, as used here, implies that when the equations are properly ordered the solution of
each may be based on initial condition and previous equation solutions without simultaniety.

4 Kalman J. Cohen, Computer Models of the Shoe, Leather and Hide Sequence; Prentice-Hall, Engle
wood Cliffs, N. J., 1960.

SGUY H. Orcutt, et. al, Microanalysis of Socio-Economic Systems: A Simulation Study; Harpers,
New York, 1961.

6 Jay W. Forrester, Industrial Dynamics; Wiley, 1961.
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Chapter II

THE LAND USE PLAN DESIGN MODEL

THE LAND USE PLAN DESIGN PROCESS
To appreciate the need for, and requirements of, a Land Use Plan Design Model, it is neces
sary to examine closely the design process in general and the land use plan design process in
particular. Analytical discussion of the design process is rare. Most of the literature on de
sign is based on intuitive and artistic concepts or "styles" that have predominated in certain
periods of history.

An exception to this general scarcity of literature is a recent work by Alexander,7 in which he
defines the design problem in terms of a "fit" between the problem statement and its solution.

It is based on the idea that every design problem begins with an effort to achieve
fitness between two entities: the form in question and its context. The form is the
solution to the problem; the context defines the problem. In other words, when
we speak of design, the real object of discussion is not the form alone, but the
ensemble comprising the form and its context.

Achieving this fit between the form and its context is not a simple task since the many design
requirements that make up the context of the design problem often interact in a complex
manner. Attempts to satisfy one design requirement often leads to a violation of another.
Faced with such complexity, a temptation exists for the designer to ignore the real design
problem and substitute a traditional design that fails to solve the real design problem. Al
though such an approach may be acceptable in a political sense, the original problem re
mains unsolved.

Difficulties in the design process derive primarily from the inability of the human designer
to simultaneously manipulate a large number of interacting design relationships. Mathema
tics, particularly in its newer forms, such as modern algebra, provides a powerful tool for
the manipulation of these relationships for the more effective solution of design problems.

To be useful in design synthesis, mathematical formulations must comply with two conditions
related to the foregoing definition of a selection problem: 8

It must be possible to generate a wide enough range of possible alternative solu
tions symbolically.

It must be possible to express all criteria for solution in terms of the same sym
bolism.

While Alexander does not pursue the direct solution of selection problems using mathemati
cal techniques, his definition provides a useful criteria for the systematic formulation of
such problems.

Land use plan design, despite its admitted complexity, possesses certain inherent charac
teristics that meet Alexander's requirements of a "selection problem." The first require
ment, involving the symbolic generation of a wide range of alternative solutions, is naturally
achieved in land use plan design by reason of the common measure of all land use plans-the
land itself. All land use plans for areas ranging from the smallest subdivision to multi-state

7 Chris topher Alexander, Notes on the Synthesis of Form; Harvard Universi ty Press Cambridge,
Mass., 1964.

8 Ibid.
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regions may be symbolically expressed by three sets of variables: 1) the type of land use
(quality variables), 2) the density of land use (quantity variables), and 3) the geographic loca
tion (location variables).

Typically, the land area concerned will be subdivided into a grid of "zones" of approximately
equal area. The location variable is determined by the geographic coordinates of the zone in
question. For each zone the types and densities of land uses may be expressed as a measure
of the activities in that zonal area. The amount of detail provided will depend on the coarse
ness of the grid. For small areas a zone may be as small as individual 'residential lot par
cels. In large regions they may be townships. The key point to be observed is that all land
use plans may be expressed by these three classes of variables.

It should be stressed that the grid nature of the coordinate system does not confine the plan
design to unimaginative, rectangular forms. On the contrary, the most complex and ir
regular plans may be expressed with the designated variables if an appropriate grid size
is selected.

The second condition, relating to the symbolic relationship between alternative forms and
design requirements, is also complied with in the land use plan design problem. All design
requirements or "standards" restrict in some way the set of acceptable land use plans. From
a design model point of view, these requirements subdivide into two primary classes: 1) re
quirements that restrict the minimum or maximum value of a density of land use or the rela
tionship between land uses within a grid zone (intra-zonal standards), and 2) requirements
that restrict the relationship between land uses between grid zones (inter-zonal standards).

In either class the de.sign requirement can be expressed symbolically as an algebraic equality
or more often an inequality relationship using the three classes of variables noted above.
Again, compliance with this condition, like the first, is possible because land use planning is
concerned with a single measurable resource-land. That the claims of symbolic design al
ternative generation and the requirements-alternatives comparison are authentic will become
more apparent as the design model methodology is further explained.

From a practical standpoint, it is well at this point to provide a very specific succinct state
ment of the land usI;) plan design problem. It is important to knowthe nature of both the design
requirements and the design alternatives. To an experienced urban planner, the problem will
certainly not be new, since it is the same basic problem he has been intuitively concerned
with during his past design experiences. The problem, as it is stated, may seem somewhat
exceSSively quantitative; and the emphasis on minimal costs may appear unnecessary, but
fundamentally it is the same problem of urban form design that has challenged man since
cities were found useful.

In brief, the problem of the urban land use design problem is:

1) Given design requirements expressed as:
a) A set of design standards in terms of restrictions on land use relationships that

may exist in the plan.

b) A set of needs or demands for each type of land use based on forecasts of future
urban activity.

2) Synthesize a land use plan design that satisfies both the land use demands and design
standards considering the current state of both natural and man-made land charac
teristics at a minimal combination of publi~ and private costs.

The conceptual basis for minimal costs, it must be emphasized, is not to provide a "cheap"
plan but to avoid unnecessary expenditures of precious resources and at the same time comply
with the design standards and land use demands in the plan design.
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futra-zonal design standards may take the form of limitations on density or restrictions of the
types of land use that may coexist within a zone. An example of an intra-zonal design stand
ard would be the provision of a regional shopping center within a certain travel time of every
residential area. Land use demand requirements would restrict the set of acceptable plans
to those that provide the aggregate total of each land use need over the entire design area.
The current state of the land, be it developed or in a natural state, is a primary considera
tion in plan synthesis because of the relationship of the land to both the design standards and
the costs associated with new or renewed development.

THE DESIGN MODEL

A Linear Programming Formulation
Two related mathematical techniques will now be discussed as possible frameworks for a
Land Use Plan Design Model. The first technique, linear programming, has a record of suc
cessful accomplishment in other fields and has efficient, highly developed computational pro
cedures. Dynamic programming, the second and newer technique, while not as productive
in previous applications or standardized computational procedures, is less restricted in its
assumptions and, potentially at least, is a more flexible framework for a Land Use Plan
Design Model.

Both linear and dynamic programming are sometimes classified as subsidiary fields under
the general title of mathematical programming. Such a general classification is desirable,
inasmuch as both fields have as their objective the solution of problems involving the optimi
zation (maximization or minimization) of some objective; for example, cost within the re
strictions of certain constraints, such as design standards. The techniques involved differ
considerably, however, with linear programming imposing rather severe restrictions on the
nature of both the objective and constraints, while dynamic programming is almost unre
stricted in its formulations of both the objective and constraint functions. Linear program
ming models, on the other hand, can usually be solved, once formulated, using standardized
computational procedures, while dynamic programming usually provides at least a serious
challenge and often insurmountable obstacles to an efficient computational solution. With
either technique, the sheer size of many land use plan design problems brings with it what
has been called the "curse of dimensionality" which militates against any straightforward
"brute force" approach to solution.

The linear programming formulation of the Land Use Plan Design Model problem is straight
forward. The objective function relates to the cost of developing land for a given land use:

where the variables (x) may represent residential, industrial or other land uses in given
areas and the constants (c) the costs of developing this land. Land use categories may be
subdivided into subsidiary classes, such as single-family residential or multi-family resi
dential, and the costs may be related to the topography and soil characteristics of the area.

With each subdivision, of course, the number of variables grows larger; and the computation
time for a model solution is increased. In practice, a compromise must be made between the
desire for detail and reasonable solution times. With the rapid development of computer tech
nology, however, this problem will become of decreasing significance.

The equality and inequality constraints in the land use plan design linear programming formu
lation include the following:

1) The total demand requirement for each land use category.
(equality constraint)
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dlxl+d2x2+···+dnxn = Ek
where

E - regional land use demand requirement for each land use.

d service ratio coefficients which provide for supporting service land
requirements, for example, streets which are necessary for primary
land use development.

2) Maximal (minimal) limits on land uses within a zone.

xl +x2+· .-+;~ := Fm
where

Fm - Upper limit on land use n in zone m

3) Inter-zonal or intra-zonal land use relationship constraints.

G - Ratio of land use n allowed relative to land use m with
land uses m and n in the same or different zones

The land use demand equality constraint follows a standardized format with one equation for
each primary land use category. Since some land uses, such as single-family residential,
are usually subdivided further according to lot sizes, the number of demand equations in a
typical design model may exceed twenty relationships. It is important to emphasize that only
primary land uses, such as residential, industrial, agricultural, and recreational land, need
be directly determined. Service ratios incorporated in the d parameters can account for
secondary land uses, such as local streets and parks.

The second and third categories of constraints reflect the design standards and may take a
wide variety of forms. The maximal constraint will usually reflect a density standard, but it
also may provide for the exclusion of an unsuited soil type area for a given type of land use.
Land use relationship constraints will result from design standard restrictions on coexistent
land uses within a zone or in adjacent zones. Accessibility standards for employment and
shopping areas will also be reflected in this type of constraint.

The above constraint relationships reflect the types encountered so far in experimental plan
design model runs in test areas. Other constraint forms may be needed when a complete re
gional plan design is attempted; but they may be easily included as long as they are linear,
continuous constraints. Nonlinear, discontinuous constraints, such as the need for subdivision
units of varying size, are not possible with linear programming and account for the primary
disadvantages of the method. These problems and their solution by a second mathematical
discipline, dynamic programming, will be briefly discussed in the latter part of this section.

For a region subdivided into about thirty zones, the size of a typical linear program for a
land use plan design is about 60 equality and inequality constraints and 400 variables. Com
puter time on an IBM 1620 computer is about three hours to calculate the plan design. On
larger systems, such q.s the IBM 7090, computer time is less than thirty minutes.

Although linear programming provides a reasonably satisfactory framework for a land use
plan design model, it possesses certain inherent disadvantages that restrict its usefulness in
design. The primary limitation is the need for continuous rather than discrete values for the
land use variables. Land use design choices are by nature usually discrete rather than con
tinuous. The basic element of residential land use development is the subdivision rather than
the lot. Industrial land use units tend to be industrial parks rather than individual factory
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sites. While it is possible to round off the linear programming solution to satisfy these natu
ral discrete levels, such a solution does not usually correspond with the associated discrete
optimal combination.

A second limitation of linear programming is the need for both a linear objective function and
linear constraints. The linear objective function is not a severe limitation because the inac
curacies introduced by a linear approximation of costs are usually less than the errors of cost
estimation. In the few instances where known nonlinear cost functions occur, such as the plan
capacities of areawide facilities for water supply or sewage treatment, the cost break may
usually be satisfactorily approximated by a multivariable series of linear cost variables.

Nonlinear constraint relationships present a more serious problem. Certain design standards
are inherently nonlinear, and a linear approximation sometimes provides an unsatisfactory
substitute. When a design model is not able to satisfactorily provide for a design standard, it
loses most of its usefulness.

An Alternate Dynamic Programming Formulation
Dynamic programming, another member of the mathematical programming family, has the
potential for removing the two primary restrictions inherent in linear programming. Although
dynamic programming may be used to solve the same land use plan design problem, it is
based on a different class of algorithms, which are capable of handling discrete and non
linear objective functions and constraint relationships.

Richard Bellman of the Rand Corporation was the originator of dynamic programming and has
developed the theory and application of this multi-stage approach to decision-making to a high
degree in the last decade. A large number of classes of dynamic programming processes
have been formulated in areas such as production scheduling, rocket trajectories, and feed
back control systems; but the class of process of primary interest in design is the alloca
tion process. 9

The simple one-dimensional allocation process is formulated to obtain the maximum (mini
mum) of n variables:

R(x ,x , ••• ,x ) = g (x )+g (x )+ ••• +g (x )
1 2 .n 1 1 "2 2 n n

over the Region constrained by the relations

where R is the return obtained from allocating a total resource, such as land, to different
activities. It is apparent that this problem is equivalent to a linear programming problem
with a single equality constraint. The difference lies in the nature of the return functions,
R(xn ). Unlike linear programming, the values of xn may be discrete; and the correspond
ing value of the return R(xn ) may be as nonlinear as required, Because the basic algorithm
is numeric rather than analytic, there are almost no restrictions on the nature of the re
turn function.

A "brute force" numerical approach to the above problem might consider the direct enu
meration of all cases. There is no question that the optimal return may be determined by
calculating the returns for all possible combinations of the variables involved. A brief ex
ample, however, will illustrate the impracticality of this approach. If each variable xn al-

9 Richard E. Bellman and Stuart E. Dreyfus, Applied Dynamic Progranuning, Princeton Universi ty
Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1962.
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lowed for ten different levels, and there were ten activities, the number of cases are 1010

or ten billion. On the fastest present day computers, allowing only a millisecond for each
enumeration, computation time is of the order of ten years. Even with the rapid advances in
computer technology, it is evident that the direct enumerative approach is not practical, par
ticularly since the above problem is simple compared to a realistic plan design problem.

The basic algorithm of resource allocation in dynamic programming significantly reduces the
computation effort using the following procedure:

f (x) = Max [g (x )+f (x-x)]
n n n 0-1 0

o~x ~x
o

For n = 2.3 •••••N
x ~ 0

and
flex) = Max[gl(x)]

This algorithm illustrates the Principle of Optimality which states: 10 "An optimal policy has
the property that whatever the initial state and initial decisions are, the remaining decisions
must constitute an optimal policy with rega.rd to the state resulting from the first decision."

This principle, while easy to state, is difficult to grasp at first; and an example may be help
ful to illustrate its application. Using the land use plan example and assigning land to multiple
uses n within a given total land area x so as to minimize the development costs, dynamic
programming may be explained as a multi-stage decision process.

First, determine the minimal cost for each level of land assigned to the first land use.
This first solution, f 1 (x) , is trivial since it will simply be the minimum of the return func
tion, gl (xl) .

The second stage decision, f 2(x), determines the minimal cost for the first and second land
uses in combination.

f 2(x) =Min [g2(x2)+fl(x-~)]

o ~ x
2

~ x

The third and succeeding stage decisions are then computed usingthe preceding decision func
tion, f n_1 (x-xn ). The third decision function, f 3(x) , minimizes the first three land uses;
and succeeding functions minimize the combination of the land uses up to the n stage. When
the final land use has been included in the final stage, a minimal combination of all land uses
for each level of land in the area will have been determined.

With the series of decision functions, f p f 2 ,··· ,fn , available, it is now possible to solve
a reverse solution to determine the actual amount of each land use to be assigned for an opti
mal plan. Beginning with fn,xn may be determined by entering the function with the total
land area, x .

The next stage of the reverse solution, f n_1 , is then entered with the land available after
xn was assigned, x-xn .

The reverse solution proceeds through the remammg stages, f n_2 ,··· .f1 ' until all of the
land in the area is assigned and an optimal plan is determined.

10 Ibid.
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Although the above example illustrates the above basic principle involved in dynamic pro
gramming, it is an oversimplified view of a land use plan design model in that only a single
constraint, the total land area, is involved. A typical land use plan design problem involves
the assignment of land to multiple land uses in multiple zonal areas under the restrictions of
multiple design standard constraints.

The typical land use design problem may be restated:

Minimize:

R(x ,x , ••• ,x ) = g (x )tg (x )t ••• tg (x )
1 2 n 1 12 2 n n

Subject to:

k n

E <EaijXj) £ Xi

i=l j=l

where the final restrictions represent all of the constraints of the problem, such as the total
land use demands and land use relationships previously formulated in the linear program
ming model.

The relatively simple and straightforward dynamic programming approach just described for
a single-constraint solution is not computationally efficient for the multiple-constraint pro
blem. The use of functional equation relationships does not sufficiently reduce the dimension
ality of the problem. The number of computations required tends to expand by the power of
the number of constraints and becomes inefficient for more than two constraints. While such
an approach is to be preferred over direct enumeration, it still lies beyond the range of eco
nomic feasibility with present day computers.

Bellman provides a possible way out of this dilemma through the use of a mathematical device
originally developed in calculus but actually of wider significance, the Lagrange multiplier. A
complete discussion of the Lagrange multiplier is set forth in the Bellman and Dreyfus text 11 •

The practical significance of the use of the Lagrange multiplier in the Land Use Plan Design
model is the transformation of the original objective function to be minimized.

n k n
R(x

1
,x

2
, ••• ,x

n
) = E g.(x.)- E )..( E a .. x.)

j=l J J i=l ~ j=l ~J J

where Ai are the Lagrange multipliers. In the revised formulation, a series of single-con
straint dynamic programming solutions are computed with varying values of the Lagrange
multipliers until all of the constraints are satisfied.

The basic feasibility and practicality of the dual constraint dynamic programming problem
using a Lagrange multiplier has been demonstrated, and experience with various extensions
of the Cord 12 model, which uses the Lagrange multiplier technique, has been gained within
the Region in industrial management problem applications.

11 Ibid.

12J. Cord, "A Method for Allocating Funds to Investment Funds When Returns Are Subject to Un
certainty"; Management Science, January 1964.
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Experimentation with the dynamic programming version of the Land Use Plan Design Model
is still in the early stages, but initial results are encouraging. One of the important findings
in early experience with the model is that many design standards may be formulated implicitly
in the return function for the land use activity or by the omission of designated activities in
certain areas. Such a formulation greatly reduces the number of constraints that must be
determined by means of the Lagrange multiplier.

Initial model tests have also resulted in a more rapidly converging version that uses two types
of Lagrange multipliers:

n , k n
R(x

1
,x

2
, ••• ,x

n
) = l: Lg.(x.)- l: L( l: a .. x.)

j=l J. J J i=l J. j=l J.J J

where the additional multiplier set, Ai , is multiplicative rather than additive. This new mul
tiplier has been used for areawide constraints, such as the total demand for land use in the
Region. The additive multiplier, Ai ' has been used for the intra-zonal constraints. Although
experimental experience is still too limited to draw conclusions, this approach seems to ex
pedite convergence of the solution.

Although linear programming offers a satisfactory vehicle for a limited Land Use Plan Design
Model that may later be extended through the use of newly developing integer and nonlinear
programming techniques, the dynamic programming model offers such flexibility and power
that its ultimate success could have an extremely beneficial effect on urban plan design.

LAND USE ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION
Two classes of land use were used in the Land Use Plan Design Model. Primary land uses
are directly assigned to zonal areas by the model in its constrained-optimization procedure.
Secondary land uses are indirectly assigned since they are determined as a result of the pri
mary allocation. The following primary and secondary land use classifications were used for
initial experimentation with the Land Use Plan Design Model.

1) Primary Land Uses.

a) Residential
b) Regional Retail Trade and Services.
c) Manufacturing and Wholesale Trade.
d) Regional Recreation.
e) Agriculture.

2) Secondary Land Uses.

a) Local Retail Trade and Services.
b) Transportation, Communication, and utilities.
c) Institutional and Governmental Services.
d) Local Recreation.

The availability of cost data and detailed design standards in this experimental phase of the
design model program limited consideration to the following land use categories:

3) Primary Land Uses (experimental tests).

a) Residential.
b) Regional Retail Trade and Services.
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4) Secondary Land Uses (experimental tests).

a) Local Retail Trade and Services.
b) Local and Collector Street Righhof-Way.
c) Local Recreation.
d) Local Institutional and Governmental (schools).

The above experimental test classification, although limited, provided'sufficient latitude to
"exercise" the basic operation of the model since the location of regional shopping centers
introduced inter-zone as well as intra-zone design standards. An accessibility standard was
imposed that required all residential areas to be within a specified travel time of a regional
shopping center.

It should be emphasized that the above classification is not to be conside~ed rigid or final.
Some land use categories classified as secondary, such as institutional and governmental
services, could be reclassified as primary. Other secondary land uses like transportation,
communications, and utilities will ultimately, in the operational version of the model, be a
combined primary-secondary category since the cost of these facilities should be considered
concurrently with the assignment of primary land use to preserve the cost optimality of the
plan. Such an extension of the model required cost and design standard data not available in
the present limited development program. Later extensions of the model are planned to pro
vide for this joint optimization.

To provide for a more detailed land use plan design, residential land use was further sub
divided into five residential lot sizes for single-family homes. For each of these lot sizes,
detailed development costs and secondary land use design standards were provided. A sum
mary of these costs and standards is tabulated in Tables I and n. Two types of shopping cen
ters, major and minor, were included under the regional retail trade and services land use.

MODEL INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS
Previous sections of this report have defined the role of the Land Use Plan Design Model in
the land use planning process, introduced the conceptual design framework for the model,
described two computational techniques used in model implementation, and established the
land use classification. In this and the following section, some initial experience with ap
plications of the model will be detailed in order to prOVide an indication of the input data re
quirements and computational characteristics of the model. It should again be emphasized
that the application of this design model is still in the embryonic stages, and no definite de
sign recommendations should be implied from any of the experimental test results.

Four primary sets of input data are required for model operation:

1) The costs of unimproved land and land development for each primary land use activity
for each type of soil.

2) The aggregate demand for each primary land use activity.

3) Design standards which reflect the plan objectives and restrict the set of acceptable
plans by limiting inter-zonal and intra-zonal land use relationships.

4) A current land inventory which will include both existing land use activities by area
and soil characteristics.

Land development cost data may be obtained either by engineering estimates made by person
"nel familiar with land development or by statistical analysis of recent land development in the
area. The former approach has been used in the initial tests of the model in the Waukesha
City pilot area. Collection of land development cost data is always expen~ive and in many
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cases difficult or even impossible to obtain. Land developers are usually extremely reluc
tant to reveal their costs, and the cost data obtained is of uneven quality since many devel
opers do not maintain complete records. For all of these reasons, engineering cost estimates
are usually preferable if competent professional experience is available.

In the Waukesha area, separate land development cost estimates were made for the five sizes
of residential lots with their associated service land uses, such as streets, neighborhood
shopping, schools, and parks. Additional cost estimates were made fo;r industrial, regional
shopping, and regional park land uses. These cost estimates' were not just gross estimates
but detailed analyses of the costs of each improvement related to both the land use and the
type of soil involved. All cost estimates were subdivided into their component parts, each
withits own individual cost estimate. Separate cost estimates were prepared for each of three

Table I
RESIDENTIAL PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LAND USE

CATEGORIES, DESIGN STANDARD SUMMARY
(residential module)a

Lot Size (square feet)

Neighborhood 9,000 12t~00 20t~00 Over
Under to One

Character ist ics 9 000 II 000 19,000 One Acre Acre
Average Size ( feet)

Lot Frontage . · 65 80 100 150 300
Lot Depth. 120 130 150 200 300
Block Length 900 900 1,200 1,200 1,500

Residences

Single-Family

Percent of Total Area 62.0 6~.0 67.2 76.5 88.3
Number of Lots. . · 2,2~0 1,710 1,180 710 272

Multi-Fami Iy

Percent of Total Area · 6.0 5.0 7.0 1.0 ---
Number of Lots. 203 I~~ 129 10 ---

Estimated Population. 8,730 6,590 ~,750 2,~80 900

Pe rcent of Total Area for:

Parks. . 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0
Schools. 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 0.5
Reta i I Services. 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.2
Streets. 2~.0 2~.0 20.0 18.0 9.0
Other. 2.5 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.0

a Module area varies by density class as follows: lowdensity; 2 miles square; medium density, 1 mile
square; high density, 1/2 mile square.

Lot Type

I 6~0 Acres (I square mile).
2 Single Family 3.3 Persons/Lot.
3 2 Family/Lot 6.6 Persons/Lot.
~ ~ Fam i Iy/Lot 13.2 Pe rsons/Lot.
5 15% (0.5-fami ly) Elementary School Age.
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Tab 1e 2

ESTIMATED LAND IMPROVEMENT COSTS BY LOT TYPE

COSTS ON
IMPROVEMENT

Very Good .and
Good Soi Is Fair Soils Poor So i Is

Street and Util ity Improvement
Lot Size
Under 9,000 sq. ft. $3,560.00/lot $3,9~5~00/lot $5,050.00/lot
9,000 to 11,999 sq. ft. ~, 3~5.00/1 ot ~,805.00/lot 6,1~9.00/lot

12,000 to 19,999 sq. ft •• 5,~~3.00/lot 6,003.00/lot 7,682.00/lot
20,000 sq. ft. to I acre. 3,6~0.00/lot ~,827.00/lot 6,~77.00/10t

Over I acre. 5,608.00/lot 5,89~.00/lot 7,298.00/lot

Neighborhood School Construction
Lot Size
Under 9,000 sq. ft.. $ 769.00/1ot $ 772.00/1ot $ 822.00/1 ot
9,000 to 11,999 sq. ft. . 658.00/lot 661.00/ Iot 707.00/lot
12,000 to 19,999 sq. ft .. ~~2.00/lot ~~9.00/1ot ~78.00/lot

20,000 sq. ft. to I acre. 687.00/lot 696.00/lot 7~5.00/lot

Over 1 acre • 659.00/lot 661.00/lot 7/1.00/Jot

Neighborhood Park Improvement
Lot Size
Under 9,000 sq. ft. . $ 76.00/10t $ 82.00/1ot $ 106.00/lot
9,000 to 11,999 sq. fL • 83.00/1ot 89.00/1ot 118.00/'1ot
12,000 to 19,999 sq. ft •• . 97.00/1 ot 10~.00/lot 135.00/lot
20,000 sq. ft. to I acre. . . 87.00/lot 106.00/1ot I~I.OO/lot

Over 1 acre • 1~3.00/lot 1~6.00/lot 185.00/lot

Neighborhood Commercial Center Construction
Lot Size
Under 9,000 sq. ft. $ 572.00/lot $ 631.00/lot $ 707.00/lot
9,000 to 11,999 sq. ft. . 377.00/lot ~16.00/1ot ~66.00/lot

12,000 to 19,999 sq. ft •• . 53~.00/1ot 589.00/1ot 660.00/lot
20,000 sq. ft. to I acre. ~60. 00/1 ot 515.00/1ot 576.00/1ot
Over I acre 605.00/lot 666.00/lot 737.00/lot

Total (Combined Imp rovemen ts )
Lot Size
Under 9,000 sq. ft. $~,977.00/10t $5, ~30. 00/1 ot $6,685.00/10t
9,000 to 11,999 sq. ft. 5,~63.00/1ot 5,971.00/lot 7,~~0.00/lot

12,000 to 19,999 sq. ft .. 6,516.00/1ot 7,1~5.00/lot 8,955.00/lot
20,000 sq. ft. to I acre. ~,87~.00/lot 6, 1~~.OO/1ot 7,939.00/lot
Over I acre. 7,015.00/10t 7,367.00/lot 8931.00/1 ot

classes of soil. Soil data was obtained from a detailed operational soil survey of the Region
conducted by the United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service in co
operation with the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission.

Unimproved land costs presented a special problem since they could not be obtained from
engineering estimates. Assessed and equalized land value data was obtained from the state
equalized assessment roles of each of the communities and was adjusted based onthe prices
realized in recent land transactions in the area.

Initial experimental tests of the model used historical aggregate land use demands for the
1950-1962 time period to provide comparisons between actual and "optimal" land development
in the area. Typically, however, a design application will require forecasts of future land
use demands, which are obtained by applying design standards to forecasts of population and
exployment in the region of inter,est, as described in the first section of this report.
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The various forms of design standards usually provided were described in the previous sec
tion. In experimental model tests, design standards have been limited to the exclusion of
certain areas from development, such as flood plains and wet soils, along with the provision
of service ratios for the amounts of secondary land, for example, streets, required to support
the primary land uses. Design standards for the regional land use plan are still in prepara
tion and will be used in later model tests as soon as they become available.

An inventory of both current land use activities and soil characteristics is critical for model
application. In current tests developed areas were eliminated from consideration for future
land development. It is possible, however, to reconsider redevelopment in the form of urban
renewal as a set of alternatives in the design. For this approach redevelopment costs would
be required. Through the use of the detailed soil inventory, it was possible to assign a de
velopment cost to each subarea in the test area.

All of the data input eventually manifests itself as a parameter in the cost vector, constraint
vector, or requirements matrix of the linear programming model. Although the input format
differs, the same class of inputs apply to the dynamic programming model.

MODEL APPLICATION
The results of applying the design model to the City of Waukesha and its environs, using
the historical (1950-1962) aggregate land use demands as the demand requirements and the
standards shown in Table 1, as the design standards, are illustrated in Figure 2. It is inter
esting to contrast the model design with the actual land development in the Waukesha area
during this period. As might be expected, the actual development was considerably more
scattered and fragmented than its model design. Of special interest is the design standard
requiring all of the three smaller lot sizes to be provided with sanitary sewer. Although this
design standard was generally complied with in the actual land development, it is still note
worthy because of the singular effect of this one standard on the land development pattern.

It would be fallacious to interpret these experimental model results as a critique of the plan
for the City of Waukesha. The model is still too experimental to serve as the basis for actual
design. Indeed, the circumstances surrounding actual land development are appreciated since
the Land Use Simulation Model, to be described in the latter half of this report, was tested in
this same area and time period. These simulation tests provided some insight into some of
the practical constraints that must be faced in implementing an ideal land use plan design.

Although the land use classification was limited, the costs preliminary, and the design stand
ards rudimentary, the experimental tests of the Land Use Plan Design Model were important
in establishing the basic feasibility of the design model. All of the important types of costs
and design standards were tested except those associated with arterial highway and central
utility facilities. Although the potential of the model became obvious to all participants in its
development, its problems and needs for further development were also noteworthy.

MODEL EXTENSIONS AND NEED FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
At this early stage of design model development, it is not possible to provide an exhaustive
enumeration of model development needs. Such needs will become more obvious as the model
approaches operational status. Early experimentation and critical discussion have, however,
revealed the more obvious needs and problems.

Most important, perhaps, is the requirement to jointly consider the costs of transportation
and central utility facility extensions concurrently with the allocation of the primary land
uses. These facility costs are often so critical and major in the economics of land develop
ment that to ignore them is to severely distort the nature of the model design. A promising
approach providing for joint optimization of land development and major facility costs, using
the Moore algorithm of traffic assignment fame, is now being evaluated. If such joint opti-
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mization proves practical, the Land Use Plan Design Model maybe extended to become a land
use-transportation plan design model.

Another area of difficulty relates to the manufacturing and wholesale trade land use catego
ries. Although these land uses were not assigned in the experimental model tests,they would
have to be included in any operational model. The requirements of different industries are
diverse, and it is not yet clear Whether any meaningful aggregation of industrial land uses
is possible.

Related to both of the problems and other extensions of the model is the general need for more
substantive research in all areas of the model. At this point in time, it appears that the
mathematical and computational capabilities of the model are far ahead of the substantive
knowledge supporting it.

Substantive needs of the design model, although primary at this time, should not obscure the
very real needs for mathematical and computer program development. It is apparent, even
at this early stage, that dynamic programming will provide the ultimate model algorithm.
Much experience needs to be acquired to make such promise a reality.

The nature of the remaining model needs and research requirements would indicate the need
for a research team embracing an experienced urban planner and civil engineer, as well as a
systems engineer. Future progress will depend on the optional mixture of analytic and sub
stantive knowledge.
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Chapter III

THE LAND USE SIMULAnON MODEL

MODEL OBJECTIVE
The objective of the Land Use Simulation Model is to provide a means of testing regional land
use plans for feasibility of implementation. The emphasis is not on forecasting but on plan
implementation. The model is intended to test the effectiveness of certain controlled vari
ables in achieving a given target plan in the presence of many uncontrolled variables. Con
trolled variables will represent the implementation tools of land use planning: public land use
controls, public facilities construction, and public land acquisition. Uncontrolled variables
will include the behavior of households, private land developers and builders, and exogenous
inputs, such as population growth and employment.

Although the primary use of the Land Use Simulation Model will not be in forecasting, one of
the applications of this model in southeastern Wisconsin will be a simulation of current trends
in the regional land use pattern given the existing public works programs and land use con
trols in the Region. In one sense, such a simulation is a forecast since none of the public
control variables would be affected by the regional plan. The purpose of this simulation is to
present for public consideration the questionable desirability of the emerging land use pattern
without a comprehensive regional plan.

Most of the land use simulations, however, will be concerned with the experimental design
of policy to implement a target land use plan. The end product will be a set of public works
programs and land use regulations needed to achieve the regional land use plan.

MODEL ORGANIZATION
The Land Use Simulation Model is a dynamic behavioral feedback simulation model and is
classified into five primary sectors:

1) Residential.
2) Industrial.
3) Services.
4) Special.
5) Agricultural.

In the residential sector, the decision-making behavior of "household-type" units are simu
lated in conjunction with the related decisions of land developers and builders. Variables
influenced by the land use planner ,as later reflected in governmental policies, are program
med to achieve the desired land use pattern. These controls tend to constrain or modify the
behavior of households, land developers, and builders.

The industrial sector in current model tests is being treated exogenously, with industrial em
ployment in each zone being programmed in light of the land use plan. A second experimental
endogenous version of the sector is now being tested for later incorporation in the model. In
this latter approach, "firm types" determined from an industrial classification select new
industrial sites based on their particular requirements and .the costs of land and taxes. Al
though the endogenous approach to industrial location simulation has a certain appeal in that
it provides a behavorial explanation of industrial location decisions, the exogenous approach
may be more in keeping with the planning approach described earlier in this report. If the
sites of industrial employment are a powerful influence on residential and service-related
land development, then implementation of the target plan will probably require a governmental
influence on these decisions. If such influence can take the form of providing land with the
characteristics needed by the various industrial groups at prices they are willing to pay, then
the exogenous and endogenous versions of industrial land development should be similar.
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The service sector of the model embraces all land uses, the location of which are primarily
dependent on accessibility to residential and industrial land. Such land uses include not only
local retail and service establishments but also schools, local streets, and neighborhood
parks. A dual interdependency exists for some of the land uses in this category, such as
retail trade and schools since their location is dependent on residential and industrial land
use, but they also influence this same residential and industrial land use pattern in a feed
back fashion.

The special sector includes all nonindustrial exogenous inputs to the model, most of which
are the result of governmental decisions. These include the major freeway and arterial net
work, regional park and open space areas, and rail-utility rights-of-way and terminals.

Agricultural land use is treated in a residual manner in the model with such land being trans
ferred to other land uses during the simulation period. Such a representation does not imply
an endorsement of the gradual disappearance of agricultural land in the Region. In fact, such
representation is intended to emphasize the need to consider the relative economic, resource
conservation, and aesthetic worth of such land in the land use plan design and thus prOVide the
need for the formulation of policies to prevent this conversion of agricultural land should it
prove undesirable.

MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
It is convenient at this point to review some of the characteristics of the Land Use Simulation
Model, particularly those that differ from other land use models being developed under the
auspices of other agencies. The differences enumerated below should not be interpreted as
a criticism of other model development in this field. The current experimental state of land
use model development does not permit anyone to assert the absolute validity of a given con
ceptual approach. Then, too, planning objectives differ; and the Land Use Simulation Model
under discussion may not be ideal or even useful in other planning programs. In the current
embryonic state of land use models, alternative approaches, even if ultimately unsuccessful,
should add to the store of research knowledge in the field.

The dynamic nature of the model has been explained previously and will not be belabored
again, except to point out that many land use models are static in nature having been formu
lated to determine a land use pattern at a single point in time. Such a static approach, it is
admitted, has usually resulted from data deficiencies rather than any basic disagreement
about the desirability of a dynamic modeL

A second important feature of the model is its degree of disaggregation. A more detailed
model is consistent with a behavioral decision-making approach to model formulation. Since
households differ considerably in their income, education,age, and other characteristics,
the use of an aggregate household in the model is subject to question. For this reason, house
holds have been classified into types with common characteristics, with the hope of obtaining
stability in the model parameters. Further disaggregation has been accomplished by the
subdivision of household relocational behavior into a number of subdecisions. Although disag
gregation has its penalties in terms of additional data requirements, additional model segmen
tation was felt necessary to be consistent with the formulation of behavioral decision rules.

A sampling approach to parameter estimation was used in the Land Use Simulation ModeL To
implement this sampling approach, new data sources were required, including special house
hold history data collected in the home interview part of the regional travel surveys. The use
of this new household data will be described in a later section concerned with parameter esti
mation in the Land Use Simulation ModeL Another important new data source, the detailed
operational soil survey, also plays a critical role in the site selection decision of the land
developer in the residential sector. of the modeL
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Finally, the all encompassing characteristic of the model lies in its emphasis on the control
rather than the forecasting function. Such emphasis is consistent with the generally accepted
primary use of simulation models as vehicles for policy formulation. This "if-then" usage
of a simulation model requires less information concerning the uncertain future values of
exogenous variables than an equivalent forecasting usage. For this reason, conclusions may
be drawn from model results with a higher degree of confidence.

RESIDENTIAL SECTOR RELATIONSHIPS

Recursive Programming
Primary emphasis in this section will be placed on an explanation of the residential sector
of the model. This sector is fundamental to the operation of the model with the industrial,
service, special, and agricultural sectors in auxiliary roles. The operation of the residential
sector revolves about three primary decisions affecting the development of residential land:
1) the decision of the land developer to subdivide land for residential use, 2) the decision of
the building contractor to build a dwelling unit or group of dwelling units, and 3) the decision
of the household to rent or purchase a dwelling unit.

The above set of decisions, constrained by zoning, subdivision regulations, and other re
strictions imposed by local governments, combine to determine the residential land use of the
Region. The time sequence of the decisions is not necessarily in the order listed above. The
household may dictate both the site development and house construction. It is also recognized
that the household is the ultimate cause of the process since the sequence cannot continue if
it refuses to buy or rent.

Every positivistic land use model is based upon an explicit or implicit theory of the land de
velopment process. Such a theory must be quite explicit in a behavioral decision-making
approach to land use modeling since the decisive relationships in the model are a direct ex
pression of the theory of the model.

The underlying theory of the Land Use Simulation Model is based on a land market modified
by governmental policies in which households determine the quantity and composition but.not
the specific location of land and housing demand. The supply and specific location of housing
sites are determined by the land developer according to his economic self-interest as limited
by the information available to him.

Land and housing demand is dependent on the housing needs of a number of household types
locating within the Region. The quantity of this demand is dependent on three sources of loca
tors: 1) new household formations, 2) in-migrating households, and 3) households relocating
internally within the Region.

The composition of this demand depends upon the needs of household types as determined from
statistical analysis of historical household-housing combinations indicated by the household
history survey conducted by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission. De
tails of land-housing demand generation will be discussed subsequently after an introduction
to the decision-making of land development.

Land development decision-making is formulated in the framework of a new approach to
decision simulation, known as Recursive Linear Programming, 13 developed by Professor
Richard H. Day, of the University of Wisconsin. This technique provides for "... opti
mized decision -making over a limited time horizon on the basis of knowledge gained from

13 Richard H. Day, Recursive Programming and Production Response; North-Holland Publishing Co.,
Amsterdam, 1963.
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past experience. f! 14 The analytical nature of the technique is best described in the words of
its originator.

Recursive Linear Programming is a sequence of linear programming problems
in which the objective function, constraint matrix, and/or the right hand side
parameters depend upon the primal and/or dual solution variables of the pre
ceding linear programming problems in the sequence.

In the Land Use Simulation Model, the recursive programming relations take the follow
ing form:

f(x) = min ex(t)

A'x(t) = b' (t)

A' 'x(t) ~ b' '(t)

A"'x(t) ~ (1+B)x(t-1)

where, ex( t) represents the cost function minimized by the land developer while satisfying
the demand for lots based on his estimate of the demand for each lot type, b' (t) , and com
plying with the restrictions represented by the recursive constraint A' 'x(t) ~ b" (t).

Expected demand for each lot type, b' (t), is some weighted function of the actual demand
experienced in previous periods such as:

2 n
= Ab'(t-1)+A b'(t-2)+ ••• +A b'(t-n)

where A<l

The actual demand vector during each period, of course, is determined by the household por
tion of the modeL The above recursive linear programming relationships describe in essence
the entire residential sector of the Land Use Simulation ModeL The complete model relation
ships only elaborate the nature of:

1) Household demand generation of the b' (t) vector.

2) Land developer estimation of demand b' (t ).

3) The constraint matrix which will include factors such as accessibility and zonal land
capacities and can include behavioral adjustments of the land developer.

4) The cost parameters used in the modeL

A subsidiary set of relationships for the housing contractor are also included in the modeL
These relationships resemble those of the land developer above. The prevalence of custom
building with its associated demand orientation and the relative lack of speculative building in
southeastern Wisconsin, however, make these builder relationships of lesser significance in
the modeL

Household Demand
The residential sector submodel, as illustrated in Figure 3, is subdivided into two subsec
tors: the central subsector and the zonal subsector. The central subsector is the central

14 Richard H. Day, Linear Programming and Related Computations; Department of Agriculture, Wash
ington, D. C., 1964.
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Figure 3
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clearinghouse for all households relocating within the Region. New households, in-migrating
households, out-migrating households, and households transferring from one zone within the
Region to another one are temporarily located within this subsectoruntil they are relocated
at their new location. New households originate from an outside input to the model determined
from population forecasts developed in the regional economic simulation modeL In-migrating
households are also an outside input from the economic modeL All three .of these relocating
household sources are allocated to either one of the other zones or to out~migration.

The other subsector of the residential subsector is the zonal subsector. A zone is an area of
land, varying in size from a U. S. Public Land Survey quarter section (160 acres) to a town
ship (36 square miles), that will provide the basic areal unit in the modeL At the present
time, it is intended that the transportation origin and destination study analysis zones will be
used wherever practicable. Some modification will undoubtedly be required in certain areas,
but all modifications will be formed in terms of the basic areal data unit, the U. S. Public
Land Survey quarter section.

To understand the zonal subsector, it is necessary to explain the concept of a household type.
The validity of any system simulation model depends on the stability of the variable relation
ships and parameters used in the modeL These relationships and parameters must be stable
over time and over a range of outside inputs to the modeL Experiencetells us that households
vary considerably in their behavior, depending on the characteristics of the household: The
concept of an "average household" is elusive since any behavior peculiar to such a household
is the result of combining a wide variety of units of differing behavioral patterns. The re
lationships and parameters used in a model for such a household will probably not be stable
since the composition of an "average household" is continually changing because of changes
in the number of different types of households.

To provide the necessary decomposition of households into types, all relationships in the
model· are subclassified by household type. A separate set of relationships and parameters
are determined for each household type in the modeL In the zonal subsector equations, the
number of households in each household type is recorded. This number is modified as a re
sult of: 1) incoming households from the central subsector, 2) departing households relocat
ing in a new zone or out-migrating, 3) aging households being transferred to the next older
household type or being received from the next youngest household type, and 4) other house
hold transitions resulting from changes in income or education.

Incoming households to each zone are determined by the number of householdS designated for
relocation in the central subsector, together with the nature of developed land and housing
available in the zone. The quantity and quality of available land and housing as limited by the
accessibility of the zone to employment, shopping, and population influence the overall zonal
growth for each household type.

Household locational decisions may be subdivided into three subdecisions:. 1) the decision to
move, 2) the selection of a land-housing unit type package, and 3) the selection of a particu
lar site location.

This subdivision of the "where to move" decision into two subordinate decisions involving
housing unit type selection and subsequent locational preference seems a natural one and is
useful in providing statistical verification of the accuracy of the model representation of this
decision process.

In model operation a relocating household of a certain type will leave its originating zone and
be transferred to the central subsector, where it will be matched with an available housing
unit type consistent with the locational preferences of the moving household.
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To provide a classification of household types useful in simulating the above decisions, a
special kind of statistical analysis of regional household data is required. The primary basis
selected for household type classification was the housing unit type preference. Essentially,
this involves matching household characteristics, such as age (of head), income, race, family
size, and education (of head), with housing unit characteristics, such as structure type, mar
ket value of house and land, and owner or renter status. Other characteristics, such as water
and sewer service and lot size, may be added to the housing unit type pattern as necessary.

A technique known as taxonomic analysis was used to determine the household and housing
unit type classification. The criterion for classification was a good match between the house
hold and its housing type preferences. In a good classification, each household type would be
distributed among a limited number of housing unit types.

In the taxonomic approach, the quality of the match would be measured by the aggregate simi
larity ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the number of a household type included in a
group of housing unit types. In a typical case, a household type might match four housing unit
types with an aggregate similarity ratio of 0.96. This means that 96 percent of this household
type was included in these housing unit types. The other samples might be scattered in a
number of other housing unit types too numerous to include in the classification. The ag
gregate similarity ratio could always be improved, of course, by adding more housing unit
types; but an unwarranted number of housing unit types of low-density representation do little
to improve the usefulness of the match. The household and housing types used in the Land Use
Simulation Model are described in Appendix II.

The turnover rate (decisions to move per month) can then be determined for each of the
household types. Ideally, the variance of the turnover rate within each household type will
be small.

After the relocating household is matched to a housing unit type, the site selection subdecision
must be made. This subdecision is based on an accessibility constraint for each household
type. The matched households will be distributed to zones with appropriate housing unit type
vacancies that comply with the accessibility constraint for the particular household type. The
concept here is that, once the household has decided to move and has selected its housing unit
type, site location will be based on geographical considerations of accessibility to work,
shopping, and other population groups. This use of accessibility differs significantly from
the ordinary use of accessibility in regression-type models where the total change in popu
lation in a zone is related to accessibility alone. The approach here differs in the follow
ing respects:

1) Accessibility is a limited decision factor since it comes into play only as a constraint
after the decision to move has been made and a housing unit type has been selected.

2) The value of the accessibility constraint will be varied to account for the differences
in the importance of this factor for each household type.

The logic of the approach is clear in that the only consideration remaining after the decision
to move and housing unit type selections have been made is geographic accessibility. Any
remaining unexplained variance in the pattern should be the result of an incomplete formula
tion of the housing unit typology or a random element in the decision not capable of further
explanation using this approach. In the actual case, some unexplained variance will remain.
If this variance is less than 10%, it will not seriously jeopardize the usefulness of the model
since this variance may be explicitly formulated in the simulation model.

It is possible that the site selection subdecision could be treated in a more microscopic fashion
should it prove desirable. The information in the household history form used to collect the
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basic data will permit a more detailed analysis of employment accessibility by subareas and
industries since that accessibility could be treated as another household type characteristic.

Model Implementation of the Household's Turnover Subdecision: The turnover subdecision is
very simply implemented in the model. A turnover rate (TO XX) is associated with each
household type (HXX), and the households of each type departing from each zone in each
simulation period are the product of this turnover rate and the number of households of that
type in the zone.

HD51(I) = [TO(51)][H51(I)]

Where

HD51(I) - Households of type 51 departing from zone I

TO(51) - Turnover rate, household type 51

H51(I) - Households, type 51, zone I

The turnover rate may be alternately expressed as a normal distribution with an average
turnover rate (TOA51) and a standard deviation (TOD 51) .

Model Implementation of the Household's Housing Unit Type Selection Subdecision: The model
implementation of the housing unit type selection subdecision is not as direct as that just des
cribed for the decision to move. Each zone will contain a limited number of housing unit types
and for that reason will provide housing for only a limited number of household types. House
holds are related to the housing preference in the model through the use of a household hous
ing matrix.

The existence of housing unit types in a zone is dependent on the decisions of the land devel
oper and builder which, in turn, are dependent on zoning, subdivision regulations, the topo
graphy, soil, and other physical and social characteristics of the area. These decisions will
be discussed in a later section.

Model Implementation of the Household's Site Selection Subdecision: Site selection in the
model is based on the constraint of geographic accessibility. For each zone an accessibility
factor for employment, population, and shopping is calculated, based on the travel time from
the particular zone to all other zones and the relative attractiveness of the other zones in
terms of their total employment (employment accessibility), population (social accessibility),
and retail employees (commercial accessibility).

Travel times between zones are inserted as an outside input to the model and may represent
any existing, historical, or proposed transportation network. These times may be changed
during program operation to account for planned (or historical) changes in the network. At
tractiveness factors will be based on the current status of the employment, population, and
retail employment variables in the model.

The Land Developer's Supply
The land developer's decision is two-dimensional. He must determine: 1) how many lots to
develop (lot quantity subdecision), and 2) the location of the lots (site location subdecision).

The first of these two subdecisions is essentially similar to the production-inventory control
decision in a manufacturing firm. In the long run, the number of lots developed must be equal
to the number of lots sold; but in the short run, either vacant unsold developed lots or lot
shortages may exist.
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Because of the large number and part-time nature of many land developers, the dynamic re
sponse of land development to long-run demand will, in general, be less stable than in manu
facturing. Overoptimistic forecasts of long-run demand lead inevitably to any overdevelopment
of land, which lai;er results in sharp contraction of activity to reduce the lot inventory. To
simulate the behavior of the land developer's quantity subdecision, the dynamic parameters
that produce this unstable pattern must be determined.

The site location subdecision is of a different nature. It resembles in many ways the housing
unit type selection subdecision of the household in that a match process between a housing
unit type and a land type is involved. The land developer .develops a subdivision for a certain
class of housing. The nature of the site and its cost (raw land and development costs) are
important factors in the match of a housing unit type and a land site. The approach to deter
mining the precise nature of the match will be similar to that previously described for the
household-housing unit type combination.

Model Implementation of Land Developer's Lot Quantity Subdecision: The land development
lot quantity subdecision is expressed in the model as a rate of development in terms of lots/
month. The final land development completion rate in a particular zone (RLDC) is deter
mined from a sequence of six equations which are identical in structure but have different
parameters from one zone to another.

The first equation calculates the base land development trial rate as a function of projected
sales and lot vacancies. Projected lot sales are the summation of a time-average of past
housing sales augmented by a trend correction.

In the formulation, the base land development rate is:

RLDX =PHCC+(VACD-VACL)/TLIA

where:

RLDX - Base land development rate (lots/month)

PHCC - Projected lot sales based on housing constructed (lots/month)

VACD - Lot vacancies, desired (lots)

VACL - Lot vacancies, actual (lots)

where:

VACD = (PHCC)(VACR)

VACL = RLD-HC

and

RLD - Residential land developed (units)

VACR - Vacancy ratio (months)

HC - Total housing units

The term VACD reflects the amount of vacant lots considered normal as a function of the
average lot sales rate.

It is necessary to distinguish between unit lots and actual lots because of multi-family dwel
lings. A unit lot is the number of dwelling units on the lot. If a single-family housing unit is
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involved, a unit lot and an actual lot are identical; but for multi-unit structures the number
of unit lots will depend on the dwelling units on the lot.

The base land development rate (RLDX) is modified by the residential zoning restrictions in
such a way that no further land development is permitted after the zoning limit (RLM) has
been reached.

RLDY = RLDX if RLD :: RLM

RLDY = 0 if RLD > RLM

RLM - Residential zoning maximum (unit lots)

A third equation prevents a negative land development rate should RLDY become negative.
Although such a negative rate is possible, as in the case of developed unsold lots reverting
back to raw land through plat vacation proceedings in depressed economic times, it was not
considered desirable in the model.

RLDZ = RLDY if RLDY ~ 0

FLDZ = 0 if RLDY < 0

To convert the units of land development rate to actual lots, RLDZ is multiplied by the lot
density factor (RDEN).

RLDR = (RLDZ)(RDEN)

RDEN - Residential density conversion factor (lots/unit lot)

Land development occurs over a period of time. To reflect this land development time, a land
development time delay is incorporated in the model. Land development completed (RLDC)
lags land development started (RLDRS) by a delay period (RDEL) .

Residential land available in the zone (RLD) is increased by periodic additions of lots at the
land development completion rate (RLDC) .

RLD = RLD+(DT)(RLDC)

This completes the relationships for the lot quantity subdecision. It is now necessary to in
vestigate the site location subdecision.

Model Implementation of Land Developer's Site Location Subdecision: Two alternative formu
lations of the land developer's site location subdecision have been tested.

In the first formulation, site location is completely demand oriented. The above set of equa
tions for the quantity of lots are computed in each areal zone. Site location, therefore, is
completely dependent on the demand for lots in each zone. Since this demand may ultimately
be traced through the builder back to the household's decision to purchase, the entire model
is demand oriented. This version of the site location subdecision is being tested as an alter
native formulation; but a second version, also being tested, considers the cost (supply) as
well as the demand aspect of the development process.

In the second version of the site location subdecision, the lot development rate (RLDX) is
calculated for the entire area being tested. For the Waukesha pilot test, this area included
the City of Waukesha and its environs. In general, it would include the area served by a
common set of land developers. By calculating demand (RLDX) for the area as a whole, de-
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mand is considered as the source for the quantity but not the location of the lots. The lot
location is treated instead as a separate decision based on the cost of land development.

In the new site location subdecision, the aggregate lot total in each time period is allocated to
individual zonal areas based on a minimization of costs to the developer within the constraints
imposed by zoning restrictions. Lot development costs have been determined for five classes
of lot sizes based on the type of soil and the physical improvements required. Lot develop
ment costs vary significantly with the type of soiL For this reason, a comprehensive soil
survey of the kind being conducted in southeastern Wisconsin is essential for simulating the
development of new land in this version of this subdecision.

In the model, the aggregate land demand for each lot type in each period is allocated to the
model zones using a linear programming subroutine. This subroutine will allocate land using
the following relations:

Minimize M N
Ct = E E Crmn~

m=l n=l
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Subject to M N
E E ~+S~ = Rd+SRd

m=l n=l

here:

Ct - Total private land development costs (dollars)

Crmn - Cost of developing a lot of lot type m in zone n
(dollars/lot)

Rmn - Lots of lot type m in zone n (lots)

S - Service lot ratio (service land, such as retail, school,
street land, etc., required to support residential
development)

~ - Total residential land demand (lots)

This alternative approach is based on the hypothesis that land developers will seek out the
most profitable locations for lots to satisfy the demand for lots in the area. This is not to
say that he will develop the optimal number of lots since his forecast of lot sales is subject to
error. The hypothesis implies only that land developers will search for the low cost locations
appropriate to the type of lot.

This new formulation of the land developer's site location subdecision in no way implies a
change to the behavioral approach to the locational decision of the household. The land de
veloper is a businessman trying to advance his fortunes through land development. His know
ledge of land values, development costs, and sales potential is usually highly developed. Al
though it is recognized that there are many part-time developers who enter and leave the
field depending on business conditions, these developers, too, usually possess special know
ledge of land. Typically, they work in related fields, such as real estate or insurance or are
developing family property. In any case, they usually have an economic orientation since they
are developing the land for a profit.

In contrast, the household typically has less knowledge of land values and economic potentiaL
In general, it would seem that the household selects a house and site to satisfy certain hous-
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ing and locational accessibility needs. As long as these needs can be met at a price consid
ered reasonable, the household makes little attempt to optimize its location economically.

The detailed program equations are listed in Appendix I.

Builder's Decision
In the model formulation, the builder provides housing units in response to household demand.
His only decision in the model is a quantity decision, and he affects location only insofar as
he provides housing in the areas developed by land developers that are selected by house
holds. The quantity decision of the builder is formulated with the equation structure used for
the land developer. The equation parameters will differ, of course, and will vary from zone
to zone. Both custom and speculative builders are provided for in the formulation, with the
custom builder acting on specific demand and the speculative builder constructing homes for
a temporary inventory.

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR FORMULATION
In the endogenous version of the industrial sector, an economic approach, modified by the de
tailed requirements of particular industries, has been taken to the basic decision of site se
lection. In essence, this approach is based on the theory that the site selected for a particular
firm must possess certain characteristics related to the production and distribution tech
nology of the industry. From the class of sites that comply with these specified character
istics, the firm will then select the lowest cost site available.

Industrial site selection, then, is simulated as a constrained cost minimization process. The
decision is functionally similar to the land developer's decision in the residential sector in
its cost minimization approach. It differs, however, in the more significant role played by
technological constraints. The requirements for an industrial site are likely to be more num
erous and more aarefully analyzed than the requirements of a residential housing site.

The linear programming formulation of the industrial sector would take the following form:

Minimize
J N
E E Cinl in

i=l n=l

J N
Subject to E E I. +SI. = lidJ.n J.n

i=l n=l

J
l: I. ~ IJ.n nz

i=l

lin ~ 0 if I. E J iJ.n

Where:

or I.J.n o if I. E 'J.J.n J.
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Ct - Total industrial land development costs (dollars)

lin - Industrial land for industry i developed in zone n (acres)

Cin - Cost of developing industrial land for industry i in
zone n (dollars/acre)



lid Total regional demand for industrial land in industry i (acres)

S Service ratio--ratio of service land area to industrial land area

Ji - Set of land meeting requirements for industry i

Ji - Set of land not meeting requirements for industry i

lnz - Capacity limit for industrial land in zone n

Costs (Ct ) of industrial land development are minimized subject to the restrictions that all
the land required for each industry (lid) must be satisfied and no firms may be located in
an area that does not satisfy the minimal requirements for that industry.

During each time period, total industrial land demand will be calculated, based on the number
of regional firms originating or moving within the Region and the new firms entering the Re
gion. These firms will be located to particular areas by the linear programming subroutine.

The primary data requirements for the industrial sector of the model, then, are the site se
lection criteria for each industry or group of industries and the land development costs. The
cost data are being collected for use in the Land Use Plan Design Model and for general land
use planning purposes. Site selection criteria will be based on the Stefaniak study 15 recently
conducted in the Milwaukee area. In this study site selection criteria were obtained for
759 plants representing all manufacturing industries in the Milwaukee area. This informa
tion is available in punched card form and so is in a form suitable for immediate analysis.

Use of the site selection criteria will require the separation of "necessary" criteria from
"desirable" criteria since the basic industrial land allocation concept considers criteria from
an "all or nothing" point of view. In the industrial site selection decision, all sites not com
plying with the required characteristics are eliminated from consideration; and cost minimi
zation takes place within the acceptable site area. The most difficult analytical task will be
the separation of "desirable" from "required" site characteristics.

SERVICE, SPECIAL, AND AGRICULTURAL SECTORS
Land uses in the service sector, such as local retail trade and services, streets, and other
categories, will be allocated based on service ratios required to support primary residential
and industrial land uses. These service ratios for test simulation of past land use develop
ment will be based on analysis of historical service ratios. The interacting nature of the resi
dential and service sectors should be emphasized. Service land use depends on residential
and industrial land use, but an increase in service land use also influences further residen
tial land use through the accessibility effect. Future service land use plans will be based on
service design standards.

Land uses in the special sector will be based on programmed inputs since these land uses are
usually based on project-type decisions by government or the private sector of the economy.
In fact, one of the primary areas of interest in model simulation will be the effect of free
ways and other elements of the transportation plan on land use development.

The agricultural sector in historical land use simulation will be a residual land use, in that
land previously in agriculture will be transferred to residential, industrial, or associated

15 Norbert ]. Stefaniak, Industrial Location Within the Urban Area; University of Wisconsin,
Madison, 1962.
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service land uses. In future land use plans, however, an attempt will be made to preserve
certain agricultural lands in the land use plan design based on their productivity.

ESTIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS
A combination sampling and regression approach was used to estimate the parameters of the
Land Use Simulation Model.

Most of the household parameters are based on data collected through- the household history
portion of the home interview origin and destination survey. This household history survey
detailed the home and work locations, together with other data on the household and housing
characteristics of the sampled households, for the period 1950-1963. With this data, it was
possible to classify the sampled households into type clusters and to determine their para
meters for the turnover, housing preference, and site location decision formulations.

With the sampled households classified into types, parameters were estimated from the av
erage values of historical decision patterns. The primary problem was the classification
process itself. To accomplish this classification, a special set classification program was
developed that would decompose a household set into subsets with common characteristics.
Examples of household characteristics are the age, income, and education of the head of the
household. Each subset of each characteristic is designated an attribute. Examples of at
tributes for the characteristics just described are: age of head of household under 35, income
over $10,000, and college education.

The inputs to the set classification program are all of the selected characteristic~attributes

of each sampled household. The output is a set of household types grouped according to com
mon attributes. The minimum size of the smallest type subset is determined by the user.
This size should depend on the size of sample being classified.

Parameters relating to the lot and housing quantity subdecisions of the land developer and
builder were determined by regression analysis. Using a current land use inventory and his
torical records of subdivision plats and building permits, it was possible to synthesize a his
tory of land development and construction beginning in 1950. From this history the dynamic
parameters of these subdecisions were calculated with a regression analysis.

The site location subdecision of the land developer depends primarily on the relative costs of
raw land and residential development. These costs depend on the topographical and soil char
acteristics of the area. Data from the regional soil survey provided the base for costs by
zonal area. Detailed engineering cost estimates were developed for land development of vary
ing lot sizes on three suitability classes of soils.

In the service sector of the model, the service ratios for auxiliary land use were determined,
either by historical ratios or planning design standards, depending on the model application.
Historical ratios are suitable for forecasts of uncontrolled land development, and design
standards are preferable for plan implementation.

Industrial sector land costs for the endogenous version of this sector were also based on the
soil survey. There was a significant amount of common data used by the Land Use Plan De
sign Model and the Land Use Simulation Model. Both used the land development cost data,
and both required service ratios for auxiliary land uses.

The land requirements of the various industries in the industrial sector were determined
by a special study made by Professor Norbert J. Stefaniak of the University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee. 16 This study provided a comprehensive analysis of the land and public facility

16 Ibid.
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requirements of industries in the Milwaukee area. Although this study was prepared inde
pendently of the planning program of the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Com
mission and had no connection with the development of the model as such, it has proven to be
of critical value to the industrial sector of the model.

MODEL PILOT TESTS
The same 1950-1962 period of historical land development in the City of Waukesha and its
environs, previously used for the test of the Land Use Plan Design Model, was also used for
the tests of the Land Use Simulation Model. Only the residential sector and its associated
service land uses were simulated in initial tests since the Waukesha area was too small for
a realistic industrial land use simulation test. In the simulation tests, the measure of model
effectiveness was quite different from that for the design model. Instead of developing a plan
design consistent with a given set of objectives, costs, and constraints, the simulation model
was expected to "act like" the actual land development process over time.

In the program of model tests, two types of simulation were performed. In the first type,
the actual land-housing demand was provided as the land developer's forecast thereby by
passing the household as a synthetic demand generator and the land developer as a fore
caster. The results of this test are illustrated in Figure 4. The purpose of this artificial
type of simulation was to test the accuracy of the land developer's decision simulation with a
perfect demand forecast input.

The second type of simulation, the results of which are illustrated in Figure 5, involved the
complete model with an internal generation and forecasting of land-housing demand. This
two-part simulation permitted a separation of model inaccuracies caused by incorrect house
hold demand from those of the land developer's site selection decision.

The initial test results were quite encouraging. The perfect demand simulation, as illustrated
in Figure 4, provided a model accuracy performance of 90.3 percent. Stated another way,
90.3 percent of the actual land development was accounted for in the land use simulation.
From Figure 4, it will be noted that the accuracy of the model varied somewhat from zone to
zone. Some zones were perfect, while others varied significantly from the actual develop
ment. In general, the zones with the more extensive development in terms of the number of
lots were simulated more accurately, while those with fewer lots were less accurately por
trayed. Such a result is understandable in any simulation since the statistical law of large
numbers results in an averaging of random errors in the simulation. This same effect occurs
in traffic assignment simulation models where links of low volume are less accurate than
links of high volume.

Evaluated on a statistical basis, the zones with perfect results would seem difficult to ex
plain, but these results are easily understood in the light of the constrained optimization
nature of the land developer's decision. The use of a recursive programming algorithm for
this decision simulation means that some zones will be developed to the limit of some physi
calor legal constraint. This is precisely what happened in the zones in question.

The measure of model accuracy was obtained by dividing the summation of the absolute value
of the errors in each of the zones by the total number of lots actually developed. A similar
result may be calculated by dividing the average absolute value of the error in each zone by
the average size of each zone. Another measure of model accuracy is the statistical corre
lation coefficient, which was 0.97 for this simulation test run.

The perfect forecast simulation run is really a test of the basic theory of the model relat
ing to the land development process. This theory, as previously discussed, states that a
land developer will seek out the lowest cost areas within the physical.and legal environment
in which he must operate (land developer's site selection subdecision). While more exten-
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Figure q

CITY Of WAUKESHA LAHO USE SIMULATIOH PERfECT LAND-HOUSING DEMAND fORECAST
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Figure 5

CITY OF WAUKESHA lAHD USE SIMUlATIOH IHTERHAl lAHD-HOUSIHG DEMAHD GEHERATIOH
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sive tests of this theory in a number of regional areas will be required before it can be ac
cepted universally, the theory has found some support at least in its application to south
eastern Wisconsin.

A second aspect of the model and its supporting theory was tested in a second series of runs
of the complete model in which the demand for land and housing was internally generated
within the model. The land developer bases his plans for development on forecasts of land
demand generated within the model. Model inaccuracies are now inc:reased by the errors in
the model simulation of the land-housing demand for the area. These new errors reflect pri
marily the accuracy of the data used to determine the household-housing-Iand demand genera
tor used in the model. Parameter errors in the land developer's lot quantity subdecision will
generally only influence the timing rather than the total amount or the size distribution of the
lots developed.

Comparative results indicate a total model accuracy of 80.5 percent and a correlation coef
ficient of 0.91. The errors introduced into the model by the internal generation of demand
provide a comparison of the error effects of the site location of land supply as opposed to the
total quantity and lot size distribution of land supply. Test results would indicate that total
supply, as well as site location, are both key factors in the effectiveness of a land use simu
lation model. The effects of land demand forecast errors were somewhat amplified by the
model computational procedure, which was affected by time-phase errors in forecasts. This
sensitivity to phase has been removed in the new computational procedure.

The validity of the above test results can be appreciated only if the source of the data used to
estimate the model parameters is clearly understood. Most land use models previously de
veloped have used some form of regression analysis to estimate the model parameters. Such
regression analysis involves the use of time histories of the variables being simulated. Be
cause historical data is used to estimate the model parameters, this same history cannot be
used to validate the model. The parameters of the Land Use Simulation Model were not esti
mated from regression analyses of time series but from independent estimates based on sur
veys, sllch as the household history of sampled households or the engineering estimates of
costs based on the type of soil. This independence between the time series history of the
model variables and the samples used to estimate the model parameters provides a sound
basis for model validation tests.

Leaving the world of statistics for a moment, it is important to consider the practical useful
ness of the Land Use Simulation Model in relation to the land use-transportation planning pro
cess. Although the simulation model might be employed for a variety of purposes, three pri
mary functions predominate in the current regional planning program:

1) Forecasting the future land use pattern based on a given aggregate forecast of popu
lation and the continuance of existing and committed public works programs and land
use control policies.

2) Testing the feasibility of land use plans and providing a vehicle for the experimental
design of land use control policies and public works programs to achieve these plans.

3) Providing the land use pattern (forecast or plan) for the determination of spatially
distributed travel demand (trip generation) which serves as the input to the trans
portation planning process.

Each of the above functional requirements involves a determination of the structure of the land
use pattern. Pilot test results would seem to indicate that the simulation of the land use pat
tern will probably be more accurate than both the input and the output of land use simulation.
The input forecast of 1990 population will do well to achieve an accuracy of 90 percent. In
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fact, it is quite likely that only a continual monitoring and adjustment of this forecast will
provide the accuracy necessary for the continuous planning process.

The output of land use simulation (from the viewpoint of transportation planning) is trip gen
eration. Experience to date in trip generation analysis indicates significant difficulties in de
veloping accurate relationships from current data much less from forecasts of future activity.
The accuracy of the simulated land use pattern should not seriously restrict future trip gen
eration forecasts.

Given the goals of the regional planning program in southeastern Wisconsin, the predominance
of the second of the above three functions, land use plan test, is obVious; and it is in this
function that the model is at its best. Experience to date with simulation models in both in
dustry and government have confirmed the usefulness of such models in policy design. Test
results of the Land Use Simulation Model reinforce this general conclusion in land use plan
ning applications.

FUTURE MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION PROGRAM
The model application schedule now calls for simulation of land development at a regional
level in the coming months. Such a regional simulation will be used to quantitatively test the
implementation feasibility of the land use plans synthesized in the land use-transportation
study. Primary preparations for such tests will relate to the estimation of model parameters
from household, land use, soil, utility, and other survey data.

Concurrent with this application of a larger-scale version of the Waukesha model, however,
a number of extensions and improvements to the model will be attempted. These will include:

1) Further extension of the recursive programming concept in the land developer's de
cision to provide for behavioral zonal capacity restrictions that depend on the pre
vious status and rate of land development in the zone. This change may be very
effective in improving model accuracy performance since the lack of such adjust
ment seemed to be the primary source of error in the Waukesha model.

2) A more efficient computational procedure has been developed, which will signifi
cantly reduce the computer time needed for a simulation run. In this new procedure,
a land use demand forecast submodel will generate future annual land use demand by
residential density class (low, medium, and high). This series of annual forecasts
will then serve as the input to the recursive programming submodel which will dis
tribute this land demand spatially in the Region. Model running times less than half
that required in the previous approach are estimated. This reduction in running time
has been accomplished without any sacrifice in the accurate representation of the
theory underlying the model. The new procedure, in fact, adds to the flexibility of
the model and removes the sensitivity to time-phasing forecast errors described in
the previous section.

3) Attempts will be made to improve the accuracy of internal land demand generation by
a reclassification of household types.

4) Regional retail trade and service land uses will be simulated concurrently with resi
dential land use. Previously, only local retail and service land uses were simulated
as supporting residential land uses.

5) Industrial land use will be simulated on an experimental basis concurrently with
residential and associated land uses.

6) Residential, commercial, and industrial land use spatial allocation will interact
through the medium of accessibility constraints in the regional version of the model.
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Each regional shopping center and industrial employment center will be limited in
the population it can support within its area of service. These accessibility con
straints will provide for simultaneous consideration of site characteristics and ac
cessibility in model operation.
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Appendix I
Table IA

LAND USE SIMULATION MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM

DT=X2
10= 1
RECORD (101 Xl,X2,X3,L,M,N,X4,X5,Nl,Xl
READ 101,(AICI),I=I,M)

LOAD DU
I D= 2
RECORD CID)(All II 1=1, M)
READ 100, (A2(J),IALP,I,K,J=I,NI
DO 60 J= 1,N
A2(JI=A2CJI*OT/24.

BO CONTINUE
LOAD TO

10= 3
RECORD (101 (A2(JI,J=1,NI
J=M+9
READ 101,(A2( I) ,I=I,J I

f9~~SHVR, ADJUSTMENT TIMES AND SMOOTHING

10= 5
RECORD (10) (A2(Il,I=I,J)
DO 10 1=1,720
CllI)=O.O

10 CONTINUE
11 READ 100,l,IALP,I,J

IFC I 112,13,12
12 IFC IALP-4855) 11,15,11
15 HN(I,J)=l

IFIJ-3)11,11,16
16 HNCI,J)=l/24.

GO TO 11
LOAD HT, HR, HCCS, HIOS, HN

13 10= 7
RECORD (10) Cl
00 29 I=I,M
00 29 J=I,M

29 BlCI,Jl=O.O
21 READ 100,l,IALP,I,J

IFCI )22,23,22
22 IFCIALP-6343)21,25,21
25611I,J)=l

GO TO 21
LOAD TCX

23 10= 80
RECORD CIDI «BllI,J),I=I,M),J=I,M)
DO 39 I=I,N
DO 39 J=l,N

3962(I,J)=0.0
31 READ 100,l,IALP,I ,J

IF( I )32,33,32
32 IF(IALP-6359131,35,31
35 B2CI,J)=l

GO TO 31
LOAD TRX

33 10= 100
RECORD lID) «B2(I,J),I=I,N),J=l,N)
00 49 I=l,M
00 49 J=I,N

49 B3(I,J)=0.0
41 READ 100,l,IALP,I,J

IF( I 142,43,42
42 IF(IALP-4357141,45,41
45 B3(I,J)=l

GO TO 41
LOAD CP

43 10= 140
RECORD (10) «B3( I,Jl, I=l,M) ,J=I,Nl
00 59 I=I,N
DO 59 J=l,M

59 B4( I,Jl=O.O
51 READ 100,l,IALP,I,J

IF(I )52,53,52
52 IF(IALP-5743)51,55,51
55 B4(I,J)=l

GO TO 51
LOAD PC

53 10= 160
RECORD (10) «B4(I,J),I=l,N),J=I,M)
DO 69 I=l,M
00 69 K=l,L

69 Bl(K, I 1=0.0
61 READ 100,l,IALP,I,J

IF( I )62,63,62
62 IF(IALP-4853l61,65,61
65 BllI,Jl=l

GO TO 61
LOAO HLX

63 1l)= 180
RECORD (10) «Bl(K,II,K=l,L),I=I,Ml
DO 89 I=l,M
DO 89 .K=l,L

89 BllI,K)=O.O
81 READ 100,l,IALP,I,J

IF( I )82,83,82
82 IFIIA~P-4853181,85,81
85 BlCI,J)=l

GO TO 81
LOAD HLY

83 10= 185
RECORD (10) «BllI,KI,I=l,Ml,K=I,Ll
READ 101, (A2(J) ,J=l,NI
DO 20 J=I,N

20 A2(J)=A2(J)*DT/12.

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

ECON
H
HC
HCCT
HCC
HD
HI
HIOS
HIOS2
HIO
HN
HO
HOR
HP
HPX
HR
HT
HUH

COMPUTER PROGRAM

HVD
OH
PHI I
PHIO

PLR
RLDCT

RLDT
RLDU

RLD
RLU
TC
THA
THCC
THC
THO
THO
TR
VACD
VACL

PRTPER
TCX
THIA
TIME
TLIA
TO
TS
VACR
TRX

SYMBOLOGY

VARIABLES

CURRENT ECONOMIC FACTOR
HOUSEHOLDS

l HOUSING CONSTRUCTED
TOTAL HOUSING DEMAND
HOUSING CDNSTRUCTIUN RATE

l HOUSEHOLDS DEPARTING
l HOUSEHOLD INCREASE
R HOUSEHOLD INCREASE SMOOTHED - AVER.
R HOUSEHOLD INCREASE SMOOTHED - TREND
R HOUSEHOLD INCREASE

NEW HOUSEHOLDS AND INMIGRANTS
l HOUSING OCCUPIED

HOUSING OCCUPANCY RATE
NORMALIlED HOUSING PREFERENCE
HOUSING PREFERENCE
HOUSEHOLDS RELOCATING
HOUSEHOLDS IN TRANSIT
~9~I~~~ PR~FERENCE NORMALIlING
HOUSING VACANCY DESIRED
OUT-MIGRATING HOUSEHOLDS
EXTRAPOLATED HOUSEHOLD INCREASE
EXTRAPOLATED HOUSING CONSTRUCTION
RATE REQUIRED
EXTRAPOLATED LAND REQUIRED

R TOTAL RESIDENTIAL LAND DEVELOPMENT
RATE

R TOTAL RESIDENTIAL LAND DEVELOPED
LAND AVAILABLE FOR HOUSING IN
HOUSING UNITS

l RESIDENTIAL LAND DEVELOPED
RESIDENTIAL LAND USED
HOUSING UNITS IN TRANSITION
TOTAL HOUSING AVAILABLE

R TOTAL HOUSING CONSTRUCTION RATE
R TOTAL HOUSING CONSTRUCTED
R TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS DEPARTING
R TOTAL HOUSING OCCUPIED

HOUSEHOLDS IN TRANSITON
VACANT LOTS DESIRED
VACANT LOTS ACTUAL

PARAMETERS

ACCPER ACCESSIBILITY TIME INTERVAL
CP HOUSEHOLD TO HOUSING CONVERSION

MATRIX
DT TIME INTERVAL
DU HOUSING DENSITY UNITS (HOUSING

_ UNITS PER BUILDING)
ECONT ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING TURNOVER
ENDTIM TIME OF FINAL ITERATION
HIT HOUSEHOLD TRENDING TIME
HLX HOUSING TO LAND CONVERSION MATRIX
HLY LAND TO HOUSING CONVERSION MATRIX
HPT HOUSEHOLD EXTRAPOLATION TIME
HPW HOUSING PREFERENCE WEIGHTS
HVR HOUSING VACANCY RATIO
L NUMBER OF LOT TYPES
M NUMBER OF HUUSING UNIT TYPES
N NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD TYPES
Nl NUMBER OF lONES
OMC OUTMIGRATION CONSTANT
PC HOUSING TO HOUSEHOLD CONVERSION

MATRIX
OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL
HOUSING TRANSITION MATRIX
HOUSING INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT TIME
CURRENT TIME
LAND INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT TIME
TURNOVER RATE
HOUSEHOLD SMOOTHING TIME
LAND VACANCY RATIO
HOUSEHOLD TRANSITION MATRIX

0300

DATA LOADER

DEFINE DISK (10,50001
DIMENSION XC1491
DIMENSION CIC7201
DIMENSION HNC20,30)

OOIMENSION Al(10)\A2(20),IJTABC30),A3(301
1 ,Al(75
ODIMENSION Bl(10,10),B2(20,20),B3(10,20)
1 ,B4(20,10)
OEQUIVALENCE (Cl(121),HNI I (61,B2,B3,64)
1 ,(Al,A3,A71, A2,Al( 11) I,(X,Cll

READ 101,Xl,X2,X3,L,M,N,X4,X5,Nl
IN=Nl

LOAD INITIAL TIME AND DIMENSIONSC

HJOB
tHOR
*LDISKLUOI
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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81~~~~lg~ ~b~131~g~R~I611IgM~lzo,
DIMENSION THOlZO),THCl10 ,THOllO),THCCllOI

OOIMENSION HDlZO), HCllO), HOllOl, HCCIIOI
1 ,HllZO)

DIMENSION RLDTI5I,RlDCT(5),PLRI5I,RLUI5)
DIMENSION HUHlZO),HVDl101
DIMENSION Cll7Z01
DIMENSION THAlI0),HCCTlI0)
DIMENSION RlD(5) ,HPX (ZOI
DIMENSION ECONT 1301
DIMENSION Xl1491
DIMENSION PHIIIZO),CPI10,ZO)
DIMENSION HPW(ZOI
DIMENSION PHIIXIZOI,PHIOXIZO)

OEQUIVALENCE lXl 1I,HO),IX(11),HCI,IXlZ1)
1 , HCC I , (X (51) , HD) , ( X17l ) ,H I I
Z ,(X(911,HPX),(Xlllll,RLD)
OEQUIVALENCE lX,C1,HT), (C11Z1) IHRI' lC1(41)
1 ,OH),IC1l61I,HCCS
OEQUIVALENCE lCl(71),HCCSZ)1IC1181I,HIOS)
1 ,Cll1011 ,HIOSZ

EQUIVALENCE (CIIIZ1),HN,HLX,HLY)
EQUIVALENCE lECONT,C111Z1)
EQUIVALENCE (HCCT1THCCI
EQUIVALENCE lC1,Cp)

OCOMMON l,M,N,PHII,PHCC,THC,DU,RLDT,THO,THA
1 ,HVR,HCT,TlIA,THIA

COMMON PHIIX
10= 1

OFETCH liD) TIME,DT,DUMM,L,M,N,DUMM,DUMM,NI
1 ,START

DO 60 l=l,M
THDlll=O.O
THCl I )=0.0
THOll)=O.O
THCClll=O.O
HPWll)=O.O

60 CONTINUE
J=M+1
DO 64 I=J,N
THD(I)=O.O
HPWll)=O.O

64 CONTINUE
00 61 K=l,L
RlDT(K)=O.O

61 CONTINUE
HCT=O.O
10= 140
FETCH lID)IICP(I,J),I=l,M),J=l,N)
IREC=ZO*NI+ZZI

SUM OVER ZONES
DO 6Z IC=ZZZ,IREC,ZO
ID=IC
FETCH 110) X
DO 63 l=l,M
THOll )=THD( I )+HDll)
THCII)=THCII)+HC(I)
THOll )=THOI I )+HOI I I
HCT =HCT +HCII)
THCCI I )=THCCII )+HCC( I I

63 CONTINUE
J=M+l
DO 65 I=J,N
THDI II=THDlll+HD( II

65 CONTI NUE
DO 66 K=l,L
RLDT(K)=RLDTIK)+RlDIKI

66 CONTINUE
6Z CONTINUE

DO 30 l=l,M
TOTAL HOUSING AVAILABLE

THA( I I=THCl I )-THOI II
30 CONTINUE

10= 195
RECORD (10) (THA( I), l=l,M)
10= 5

OFETCH 1101 lHVRIII,I=l,M),THIA,TLIA,TS,HIT
1 ,HPT,TSH,HITH,HPTH,TOEL

10= 7
FETCH 110) Cl
10= 190
FETCH llOllOMC(J),J=l,ZOI
10= ZOI

OFETCH lID) ECON,THAT,OUMM,OUMM,OUMM
1 ,(RLOCTlK),K=l,Ll

00 40 J=I,N
00 41 1=1,30
DUMI I )=HNIJ,I)
CONTI NUE

HH IN TRANSIT
HTlJ)= THD(J)+TABlINITIME,DUMI

OUTMIGRATING HH
OHlJI=OMClJI*THDIJI

RELOCATING HH
HRlJ)=HT(JI-OHIJ)
HIOlJI=FMAXIHRIJ)-THDIJ),O.O)
CONTI NUE
IFITIME-START-DT) 1001,1000,1001
DO 100Z J=l,N
HIOS (JI=HIO(JI
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 70 1=I,N
HIOZS=HIOSI I)

1ST ORDER SMOOTHED HH INCREASE
HI OS II) =H I OS ( I ) +DT* I HID ( I )-H lOS ( I) ) ITS

ZND ORDER SMOOTHED HH INCREASE
OHIOSZl I )=HIOSZll )+DT*IHIOS( I )-HI02S
1 -HIOS21 I) )/HIT

41
C

C
51

C

40

1000

1002
1001

C

C

C

C

030Z

CENTRAL SUBSECTOR I

DEFINE DISK (10, 50001
ODIMENSION HTlZOI,HRlZOI10HlZO),HIOSlZOI
1 ,HIOSZ(ZO),HN ZO,30)

DIMENSION HI0(ZO),VACRlI0)
ODIMENSIUN HCCS(lO),HCCSZllOI,PHCCllOI
1 ,DUMI301,PHIOlZOI

H'FOR
*LDISKLU03
C
C
C

C LOAD OMC
10= 190
RECORD liD) lAZlJ)rJ=11N)
READ 101,(A311),I= ,30

C LOAD ECONT
10= 19Z
RECORD llDl lA3( 1),1=1,30)
DO 30 1=1,75
A7(1)=0.0

30 CONTINUE
J=70+L
READ 101,IA71K),K=71CJ)

C LOAD HUH, HPW, A W, ECON, RLDCT, VACR
10= 195
RECORD II D) lA7(1),I=I,75)

C LOAD THCC
IU= Z03
RECORD liD) lA7(1),I=l,M)
IREC=ZO*NI+ZZI
DO 90 IC=ZZZ,IREC,ZO
ID=IC
DO 70 1=1,1Z1

70 Xll)=O.O
READ 103, X(lZZ)
READ 101,(X(I),I=l,M)
J=10+M
READ 101,(Xll),1=11,J)
J=30+N
READ 101,IXII),1=31,J)
J=110+L
READ 101,(Xlll,I=111,J)
DO 71 1=91,110

71 X( I )=0.1
XllZll =1. 01 IN
READ 10Z,IJTAB

C LOAD 10NAL DATA
RECORD ( 10) X,IJTAB

90 CONTINUE
CALL LUZO

C BEGIN EXECUTION
CALL LINK ILUOZ)

100 FORMAT(FI0.0,4XAZ,4XZI5)
101 FORMATlF10.0)
10Z FORMAT(1011/Z0Ill
103 FORMAT(A3)

END

HFOR
*LDISKLUOZ 0301
C
C LAND DEVELOPMENT COEFFICIENT LOADER
C

DEFINE DISK (10,5000)
DIMENSION CllOO, 51,X(1491,ClI 5)rIJTABI30)
JIN= 0
10= 1

OF ETCH liD) TIME,DT,DUMM,L,M,N,DUMM,DUMM,NI
1 ,DUMM

DO 10 1=1,5
DO 10 J=l,100
ClJ,I)=O.O

10 CONTINUE
100 FORMATIFI0.0,10XI3,ZXIl,ZXIZ)

II= 0
C CC IS COEFFICIENT
C lIN IS lONE
C LS IS LOT TYPE

1 READ 100,CC,IIN,LS
IFI lIN) Z,99, Z

Z IF(LS-Ll 31 3,90

ZZ~0~6~~A¥?§~t5tl~~IE,IZ,5HIONE,14,llH TOO
1 LARGE./)

PAUSE
GO TO 1

3 IFIJIN) 4, 6, 4
4 IF (JIN-IIN) 6, 5, 6
6 JIN=IIN

II =Il +1
5 Clll,LS)=CC

IFlll-NI I 1, 1,91
91 TYPE ZOZ

ZOZ FORMATl15HTOO MANY 10NES./I
99 II= 0

C STORE COEFFICIENTS WITH ZONAL DATA
I REC=ZO*NI +221
DO ZO IC=ZZZ,IREC,ZO
ID=IC
FETCH 110) X,IJTAB
IZ=IZ+l
DO Zl LS=l,L
CllLS)=Clll,LS)

Zl CONTINUE
ID=IC
RCCORD (101 X,IJTAB,Cl

ZO CONTINUE
CALL LINK (LU03
END
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C

C

C

1 ,IRLDCTlK) ,K=l,Ll
IREC=20*NZ+221
DO 10 IC=222,IREC,20
I D= IC

C GET ZONAL DATA ARRAY AND RLDC
C COEFFICIENTS

FETCH liD) X,IJTAB,C
DO 20 K=l,L

C CALCULATE LAND DEVELOPMENT RATES
RLDClK)=ClK)*RLDCTIK)

20 CONTI NUE
ID=IC

C REPLACE UPDATED ARRAY
RECORD lID) X,IJTAB,C

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

tHOR
*LDISKLU04 0304

C

C
C
C
C
C
C

C

ZONAL SUPERVISOR

CALLS ZONAL DECISION SUBROUTINES
IN ORDER FOR EACH ZONE

DEFINE DISK 110, 50001
DIMENSION Xl1491
DIMENSION ITABl101,JTABI201,IJTAB(30)
DIMENSION RLDI 51,RLDCl 5),RLDCTI 5)

ODIMENSION HPX(20),HI1201,HRIZOI,HDI201,HI201
1 ,T01201

DIMENSION HPWl201
DIMENSION HUH1201,HP1201

ODIMENSION HCIIOI,HCC(10),HCCTI10)
1 ,HOl101
ODIMENSION TCXl10,10),TRXI20,201,CPl10,201
1 ,PCI20,101

DIMENSiON HATllOl
COMMON TIME,DT1LrM,N,X,IJTAB

OEQUIVALENCE IX' I,HOl,(Xllll,HCl,(XI211
1 ,HCCl,IX(31)tHl,IXI511IHDl
2 , IXI 711 ,H I I, X(91) ,HP X ,I X( Ill)
BEQUIVALENCE 1~f~~:I~+k~~11~~?5+A~XI1211,ACl
1 ,IJTABlll11

DIMENSiON OUl101
COMMON RLOCT
COMMON HR,HPW,HUH,HP,TO,ECON,THA
COMMON HCCT,DU
COMMON TRX
VACL =RLOTlKl-RLU(Kl

LAND DEMAND
RLDCTK=PLRIKl+lVACD-VACLl/TLIA
RLDCTIKl=FMAXIRLDCTK,O.O)
DIMENSION R(5)
RlK)=DT*RLDCTlKl
RLK=RLK+DT*RLDCTIKI

20 CONTI NUE
PUNCH 101,IRlKl,K=1,Ll,RLK

101 FORMATIIHK,10X5HRLDCT!/IH ,10X6FIO.21
C CALCULATE NEW RLDL

CALL LU30
I D= 192
FETCH lIDl lECONTlIl,I=1,30)

ECONOMIC FACTOR
ECON=TABLIN lTIME,ECONTl
DUMM=O.O
I D= 201

ORECORD (IDI ECON,THATIDUMM,DUMM,DUMM
1 ,IRLDCTlK ,K=l,Ll

ID= 185
FETCH llDl lIHLYll,Kl,I=l,M),K=l,Ll
DO 30 l=l,M

HOUSING VACANCY DESIRED
HVOI I )=HVRI I I*PHIO( I I

TRIAL HOUSING CONSTRUCTION RATE
HCRX=PHIOlll*THCII)/HCT+IHVDIII-THAIIII/THIA
RLOU=O.O
DO 31 K=l,L

HOUSING UNITS POSSIBLE ON DEVELOPED LAND
COMMON HAT
EQUIVALENCE lPC,CP,TRX,TCX)
ID= 1

OF ETCH liD) TIME,DT,DUMM,L,M,N,DUMM,DUMM,NZ
1 ,DUMM

10= 2
FETCH 1101 lDUlll,I=l,M)
ID= 3
FETCH lID) lTOlJ),J=l,N)
ID= 9
FETCH liD) lHRlJ),J=l,Nl
ID= 195
FETCH liD) (HATII),I=l,MI
10= 201

OFETCH IIDI ECON,THA,DUM,DUM,DUM,IRLDCTIKl
1 ,K=l,L)

IREC=20*NZ+221
DO 1.0 IC=222,IREC,20
ID=IC
FETCH (10) X,IJTAB
CALL LU04A
CALL LU04B
CALL LU04C
ID=IC
RECORD 1101 X,IJTA8

10 CONTINUE
CALL Ll NK ILU05
END

7H MONTHS)

TIME,DT,DUMM,L,M,N,DUMM,DUMM,NZ
,DUMM

IlCPII,JI,I=l,MI,J=l,NI

EXTRAPOLATED HH INCREASE FOR BUILDER
DECISION

PHIIIII=HIOS2(II*HPT/DT+HIOSII)
EXTRAPOLATED HH INCREASE FOR LAND
DEVELOPER DECISION

PHIIXIII=HIOS21I)*5.*HPT/DT+HIOSIII
70 CONTINUE

10= 7
RECORD 110) Cl
CALL LINK ILU03A
END

C

C

C

cc
Cc

c
C
C

C

C

HFOR
*LOISKLU03A 0303
C
C CENTRAL SUBSECTOR II
C

DEFINE DISK 110, 5000)
ODIMENSION HT(20)lHRI201

1
0HI201,HIOSI20)

1 IHIOS2 201,HN 20,301
DIMENSION H 01201,VACRl101

ODIMENSION HCCS(10),HCCS21101,PHCCI101
IDIMENSION He~7;31~61~~l~lf8~5)

DIMENSION DUII0 ,HVRIIOI,OMCI201
DIMENSION THD(20),THCl10),THOI10),THCCI10)

ODIMENSION HD(20), HCII0), HOllO), HCC(10)
1 ,HI(20)

DIMENSION RLDT(5),RLDCTI5),PLRI51,RLUI51
DIMENSION HUH(20),HVDl101
DIMENSION Cl(720)
DIMENSION THAllO),HCCTl10)
DIMENSION RLD(5) ,HPX 1201
DIMENSION ECONT (30)
DIMENSION X(149)
DIMENSION PHII(20),CPI10,20)
DIMENSION PHIIX(201,PHIOXI201

OEQUIVALENCE lXl 1l,HO),(XlU),HCl,IXI211
L lX(1l1 ,HI I, i~T~ll ~~~~} ~ 1~?lig~nbIHI)
OEQUIVALENCE (X,Cl,HT),ICl1211,HR),ICl141)

AEQUIVALENCE tg~17t~~~~e~27~TElI811,HIOS)
1 ,IClllOll,HIOS21

EQUIVALENCE (ClI1211,HN,HLX,HLY)
EQUIVALENCE (ECONT,Cl11211)
EQUIVALENCE lHCCT,THCC)
EQUIVALENCE lCl,CP)

OCOMMON L,M,N,PHII,PHCC,THC,DU,RLDT,THO,THA
1 ,HVR,HCT,TLIA,THIA

COMMON PHIIX
10= 1

OFETCH 110)
1

10= 140
FETCH 110)
THAT=O.O
~~A~~T~At~~HAII)
PHIOI I 1=0.0
PHIOXll)=O.O

CONVERT ESTIMATED HH INCREASE TO
REQUIRED HOUSING

DO 80 J=l,N
PHIOlll=PHIOIII+CPII,JI*PHIIIJI
PH! OX I I )=PH I OX I I ) +CP I I, J )*PH II XIJ I

80 CONTINUE
10= 202
FETCH 1101 lVACRlKl,K=l,Ll
10= 180
FETCH lID) lIHLXlK,I),K=l,Ll,I=l,Ml
10= 2
FETCH 1101 lDUlIl,I=l,M)
PUNCH 100, TIME

100 FORMATllHl/10H TIME IS ,13,
RLK=O.O
DO 20 K=l,L
PLRIK)=O.O
RLUlK)=O.O
DO 21 1=1, M

EXTRAPOLATED LAND REQUIRED
PLRIK)=PLRlK)+HLXlK, I )*PHIOXI I)

RESIDENTIAL LAND USED
RLUlKl=RLUIKl+HLXIK,II*THcrII/DUIII

21 CONTINUE
VACANCY DESIRED

VACD =VACRlK)*PLR(K)
VACANT LOTS

RLDU=RLDU+HLYll,K)*RLDTlK)*DUll)
31 CONTINUE

TOTAL HOUSING DEMAND
THCClIl=CLIPIO.O,HCRX,THCII)+HCRX,RLDUI

30 CONTINUE
10= 203
RECORD (10) lTHCC I I I, I=l,MI
CALL LINK (LU04 I
Ef.!D

SUBROUTI NE LU30
LAND DEVELOPMENT ALLOCATION SUBROUTINE

DIMENSION XI1491,IJTAB(30),CI5)
DIMENSION RLDC I 5),RLDCTI 51
EQUIVALENCE lXI1l61,RLDCl ll)
I D= 1

OF ETCH liD) TIME,DT,DUMM,L,M,N,DUMM,DUMM,NZ
1 ,DUMM

ID= ZOI
OF ETCH lID) DUMM,DUMM,DUMM,DUMM,DUMM

C
C
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Zl

C
ZZ

Z4
Z3

Z5

50

C
51
ZO

C
31

C

30

41

C
4Z
43

46

IFIJTABIJII40,40,45
C HOUSEHOLDS

45 HIJ)=HlJl+DT*IH[IJl-HDlJl+TRIJll
HDlJI=CLIPIHDIJ),H[IJl+TRlJl,HIJI,O.OI
H IJl=FMAXIHlJI,O.OI

40 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

OCCUPANCY RATE
+CPI!,Jl*IHIIJ)-HDlJl)

+TCOI II

BUILDER DECISION

5V-~~~~16~ExT~2~r
DIMENSION ITABl101,JTABlZO),IJTABI301
DIMENSION RLDI 51,RLDCl 51,RLDCTI 51

ODIMENSION HPXlZOI,HllZOl,HRlZOl,HDIZOl,HIZOl
1 ,TOIZOl

DIMENSIONHPwlZOl ,
DIMENSION HUHIZOl,HPIZO) ,

ODIMENSION HCII01 IHCCl101,HCCTI101
1 " "HO 110 '
ODIMENSION TCXII0,101,TRXlZO,ZOI,CPl10,ZOI
1 ,PCIZO,101

DIMENSION DUlI01
DIMENSION HATl101
DIMENSION TCOlI01
COMMON TIME,DT,L,M,N,X,IJTAB

OEQUIVALENCE lXI 1l,HO),(Xll11,HC),(XlZll
1 , HC CI , IX(31) IHI, I XI 51) HD I
Z ,(XI111,HIl, XI911,HPxl,IXlllll
3 ,KLDl, IXI 116) ,RLDCl, IXI lZ1I ,ACI

EQUIVALENCE lITAB,IJTABll11,IJTAB,IJTABll111
COMMON RLDCT
COMMON HR,HPW,HUH,HP,TO,ECON,THA
COMMON HCCT,DU
COMMON TRX
COMMON HAT
EQUIVALENCE lPCiCP,TRX~TCXl
DIMENSION HLYII0,51
DIMENSION TClZOl
10= 80
FETCH liD) I(TCXll,Jl,I=l,MI,J=l,MI
DO 50 l=l,M "
IFIITAB111150,50i51

51 TClll=O.O
TCO(ll=O.O
00 53 J=l IM
IFllTABlJ 153,53,5Z

5Z TCIIl=TCIII+TCX(I,JI*HCIJI
TCOlll=TCOlIl+TCXII,J)*HOIJ)

53 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

10= 140"
FETCH (lDI lICPll,Jl,I=l,Ml,J=l,Nl
ID= 185
FETCH 110'1 I lHLYI I ,Kl, l=l,MI ,K=l,Ll
10= Z03
FETCH lIDl IHCCTll),I=l,Ml
00 60 I=l,M
IFlITABlII160,60,61

61 HDR =0.0
DO 63 J=l,N

HOUSING
HOR =HOR

63 CONTfNUE
HOR =HOR
HCX=O.O
DO 64 K=l,L

HOUSING CONSTRUCTION RATE BA~ED ON
AVAILABLE LAND

HCX=HCX+HLYll,K)*RLDCIKI
64 CONT.INUE

HOUSING CONSTRUCTION RATE
HCCIIl=HCX

HOUSING CONSTRUCTED
HCI I I=HCl I )+DT*IHCC( I I*DUI I I+TCl I I)
HClll=FMAXlHClll,O.OI

HOUSING OCCUPIED
HOIIl=HOIII+DT*HOR
HOI I )=FMAXlHOI I I ,0.01

60 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

0310

MASTER CONTROL

DEFINE DISK 110, 50001
IFISENSE SWITCH Z) 1000,1001

1000 PAUSE 11J.l
IF { SENSE SWITCH Z) 100Z,1001

100Z CALL EX IT
1001 CONTINUE

ID= 1
OFETCH 1101 TIME,DT,ENDTIM,L,M,N,PRTPER
1 ,ACCPER,NZ,START

UPDATE THE CLOCK
TIME=TIME+DT
10= 1

ORECURD liD) TIME,DT,ENDTIM,L,M,N,PRTPER
1 . ,ACCPER,NZ,.START

DELI TIME/PRTPER
INT= Ell
DEll INT
IFtT ME~DELl*PRTPER-.l~DTll,1,2

i~\;;

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

HFOR
*LDISKLU05
C
C
C

'!'+FOR
*LD[SKLU04C 0301
C
C
C

HFOR
*LOISKLU04A 0305
C •
C RESIDENTIAL LAND DEVELDPED
C

SUBROUTINE LUD4A
DIMENSION Xl1491
DIMENSION ITABl10),JTABIZOI,IJTABI301
DIMENSION RLDI 51,RLDCl 51,KLDCTI 51

ODIMENSION HPXlZOl,HllZOl,HRlZOl,HDlZOl,HlZO)
1 ,TOlZOl

DIMENSIONHPWIZO)
DIMENSION HUHIZOl,HPlZOl

ODIMENSION HCl101,HCCl101,HCCTI101
1 .,HOl101
ODIMENSION TCXII0,101,TRXlZO,ZOI,CPI10,ZO)
1 ,PClZO,101

DIMENSION DUl101
DIMENSION HAT(10)
COMMON TIME,DT,L,M,N,X,IJTAB

OEQUIVALENCE lXl 11,HO),IXll11,HCl,IXIZl1
1 ,HCC I ,( XI 31 I Hl,( X1511 HD I
Z ,IXI711,HIl,lxI911,HPxl,IXllll)
3 ,RLDl, lXl1l61 ,RLDC), lXl lZ11 ,ACI

EQUIVALENCE 1"ITAB,IJTABll1),IJTAB,IJTABll11)
COMMON RLDCT
COMMON HR,HPW,HUH,HP,TO,ECON,THA
COMMON HCCT,DU
COMMON TRX
COMMON HAT
EQUIVALENCE IPC,CP,TRX,TCX1
DO 10 K=l,L

C RESIDENTIAL LAND DEVELOPED
RLDIK)=RLDlKl+DT*RLOClKl

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

'!'*FDR
*LDISKLU04B 0306
C
C HOUSEHOLD DECISION
C

SUBKOUTINE LU04B
DIMENSION Xl1491
DIMENSION ITABl101,JTABlZOl,IJTABl301
DIMENSION RLDI 51,RLDCl 51,RLDCTI 51

ODIMENSION HPXlZOl,HllZOl,HRIZOl,HDIZOl,HlZOl
1 ,TOlZOl "

DIMENSIONHPWIZOI
DIMENSION HUHlZOl,HPIZO)

ODIMENSION HCII01,HCCl10I,HCCTl101
1 ,HO l 10 I
ODIMENSION TCXII0,101,TRXlZO,ZO),CPl10,ZOI
1 ~PClZO,10)

DIMENSION DUlI01
DIMENSION TRlZO)
DIMENSION HATl101
COMMON TIME,DT,L,M,N,X,IJTAB

OEQUIVALENCE IXI 1),HOl,IXlll1,HCl,IXlZl)
1 ,HCCl, lX1311 ,HI, lXl511 ,HD)
Z ,IXI711,HIl I IXl911,HPX),IXllll1
3 RLDl,IXI1l6,RLDCl,(XllZ11,ACl

EQUIVALENCE IITAB,IJTABll11,IJTAB,IJTABlllll
COMMON RLDCT
COMMON HR,HPW,HUH,HP,TO,ECON,THA
COMMON HCCT,DU
COMMON TRX
COMMON HAT
EQUIVALENCE IPC,CP,TRX,TCXl
ID= 160
FETCH lIDlIIPClJ,I),J=l,Nl,l=l,M)
00 ZO J=l,N
IFlJTABlJl)ZO,ZO,Zl
HPXIJI=O.O
HUHlJ)=O.O
00 Z5 l=l,M
IFI ITABI I I lZ3,Z3,ZZ

HOUSING PREFERENCE
HA=HC I I l-HO I I I
IFIHAlZ3,Z3,Z4
HPXlJl=HPXIJl+PCIJ,I)*HA
CONTINUE
HUHIJ)=HUHlJ)+PCIJ,ll*HATlll
CONTINUE
IFIHUHlJ)-HPXIJI150,51,51
HPlJl=O.O
GO TO ZO

NORMALIZE
HPIJl=HPXlJl/HUHlJ)
CONTINUE
DO 30 J=l,N
IFlJTABlJl)30,30,31

HOUSEHOLD INCREASE
HIlJ)=HKIJI*HPlJl
HDX =TOlJl*HIJl*ECON

HOUSEHOLDS DEPARTING
~~il~8~IPIHDX ,0.0,THA,0.01
10= 100
FETCH 1101 IITRXI[,Jl,I=l,Nl,J=l,Nl
00 43 J=l,N
[FlJTABIJI140,40,41
TRIJl=O.O
DO 43 [=l,N
IFIJTABIII143,43,4Z

HOUSEHOLD TRANSIT[ON
TRlJl=TRIJl+TRXIJ,Il*Hlll
CONTINUE
00 40 J=l,N



C
C
C
C
C

C TIME TO PRINT
1 CALL LUZO
Z IFITIME-ENDTIM+.l*DT)5,6,6

C TIME TO QUIT
6 CALL EXIT
5 DELl=TIME/ACCPER

INT=DELl
DELl=INT
IFITIME-DELl*ACCPER-.l*DT)3,3,4

C TIME TO DO ACCESSIBILITY
3 CALL LUZI
4 CONTINUE

DELl=TIME/IZ.
I NT=DELl
DELl= INT
IFITIME-DELl*lZ.-.1*DTI7,7,8

C CALL COEFFICIENT LOADER
7 CALL LINK lLUOZ )

C BACK TO THE BEGINNING
8 CALL LINK lLU03 I

END

HFOR
*LDISKLUZI 03Z1

SUBROUTINE LUZI
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS NOT USED AT PRESENT
C BUT WOULD BE USED FOR
C ACCESSIBILITY CALCULATIONS

COMMON TIME,DT
RETURN
END

HJOB
HFOR
*LDISKLU30 0330
'HFOR
*LDISKLUZO 03Z0

SUBROUTINE LUZO

OUTPUT SUBROUTINE
ARRAY X CONTAINS ALL DATA FOR A GIVEN
ZONE

DIMENSION x(149)

10= 1
OFETCH lID) TIME,DT,DUMM,L,M,N,DUMM,DUMM,NZ
1 ,DUMM

PUNCH ZOO, TIME
PUNCH ZOl, II,I=l,ZOI
IREC=ZO*Nl+Z21
DO 10 IC=ZZZ,IREC,ZO
ID=IC
FETCH 1101 X

C OUTPUT ZONE NO.
PUNCH 300, XlIZZ1
PUNCH 301
J=10+M

C OUTPUT HC
PUNCH Z03, IXII), 1= 1l,JI
PUNCH 30Z
J= O+M

C OUTPUT HO
PUNCH Z03, IXIIl,I= 1,Jl
PUNCH 303
J=30+N

C OUTPUT H
PUNCH Z03, IXlIl,I= 31,J)
PUNCH 304
J=llO+L

C OUTPUT RLD
PUNCH Z03, IXIIl,I=lll,Jl

10 CONTINUE
RETURN

ZOO~FORMATIIHl,16H ~A~fH!SF~dM B~~~
Z TIMEIII

ZOl FORMATllH ,6X 5II0/11H ,6X5II01)
203 FORMATllH ,9X5FI0.2/11H ,9X5FI0.21)
300 FORMATIIHl,28X 9HZONE NO. ,A31
3010FORMATIIHK, 9X 30HHOUSING CONSTRUCTED

1 Il
3020FORMATIIHK, 9X 30HHOUSING OCCUPIED

1 Il
3030FORMATIIHK, 9X 30HHOUSEHOLOS

1 Il
OFORMATIIHK, 9X 30HRESIDENTIAL LAND
1 DEVELOPED I)

END
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Figure IA
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Figure 2A
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Figure 3A
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Appendix II
Table 2A

LAND USE SIMULATION MODEL HOUSEHOLD TYPE CLASSIFICATION

Household Types

Type Education* Occupation* Income* Age* Sex-Race

I College White Collar $ 0 - $ 8,000 Under 35 Male-White

2 College White Collar 0 - 8,000 Over 35 Male-White
3 College Wh i te Collar 8,000 - 12,000 All Male-White
~ College Wh ite Collar 12,000 - 20,000 AII Male-White

5 Non-Co 11 ege Wh ite Collar 0 - ~,OOO All Male-White
6 Non-College White Collar ~,OOO - 8,000 Under 35 Ma le-Wh ite
7 Non-College White Collar ~,OOO - 8,000 Over 35 Male-White
8 Non-College White Collar 8,000 - 12,000 All Male-White
9 Non-College 12,000 - 20,000 All Male-White

10 Blue Collar 0 - ~,OOO All Male-White
II Blue Collar ~,OOO - 8,000 Under 35 Male-White
12 BI ue Collar ~,OOO - 8,000 Over 35 Male-White
13 Blue Collar 8,000 - 16,000 Under 35 Male-White
I~ Blue CoIl ar 8,000 - 16,000 Over 35 Male-White

15 All All AII All Female-White

16 Mis~ellaneous Female-Non-White

*All household type characteristics are based on the head of the household.

Appendix IIA
Table 3A

LAND USE SIMULATION MODEL HOUSING UNIT TYPE CLASSIFICATION

Housing Un it Types

Type Structure Status Market Value

I S ngle Fam Iy Own $ 0 - $10,000
2 S ngle Fam Iy Own 10,000 - 15,000
2 S ngle Fam Iy Rent 0 - 60
3 S ngle Fam Iy Own 15,000 - 20,000
3 S ngle Fam Iy Rent 60 - 100
~ S ngle Fam 1y Own 20,000 - 25,000
~ S ngle Fam Iy Rent 100 - 150
5 S ngle Fam Iy Own 25,000 & Over
5 S ngle Fam 1y Rent Over $150

6 2-3-~ Fami Iy Own 0 - 15,000
6 2-3-~ Fami 1y Rent 0 - 60
7 2-3-~ Fami Iy Own 15,000 - 25,000
7 2-3-~ Fami Iy Rent 60 - 100/mo.
8 2-3-~ Fami ly Own 25,000 & Over
8 2-3-~ Fami Iy Rent 100 - 150/mo.

9 5-19 Fam i Iy Rent 60 - 150/mo.
10 Misce II aneous
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Appendix III
LAND USE SIMULATION MODEL INPUT DATA

The following input data in the order listed is required
for the operation of the Land Use Simulation Model:

1. TIME (Variable, Initial Condition)
The initial starting time is loaded. It is not al
ways 0.0, which represents the base year 1950,
because some runs were begun in a later year.

2. DT (Parameter)
This is the recursive time interval used in the
model.

3. ENDTIM (Parameter)
This time represents the period in which the sim
ulation run will end.

4. L (Parameter)
Number of lot types.

5. M (Parameter)
Number of housing unit types.

6. N (Parameter)
Number of household types.

7. PRTPER (Output Parameter)
The time interval between printed outputs of sim
ulation results.

8. ACCPER (Parameter)
The time interval between accessibility calcula
tions.

9. NZ (Parameter)
The number of zones.

10. DU (Parameter)
The dwelling units in each building for each hous
ing type.

11. TO (Parameter)
The turnover rate (moves/year) for each house
hold type.

12. HVR (Parameter)
Housing vacancy ratio, which determines the de
sired number of unsold developed lots allowed to
exist without reduction of current land develop
ment.

13. THIA (Parameter)
Housing inventory adjustment time, which deter
mines how rapidly builders increase or decrease
building activity to adjust for vacancies.

14. TLIA (Parameter)
Same as 13 above as applied to land development
rather than building.

15. TS, HIT, HPT, TSH, HITH, HPTH (Parameter)
Parameters for exponential smoothing or fore
casting to simulate the forecasting behavior of
land developers and builders.

16. TDEL (Parameter)
Household relocation time represents the delay in
the relocation of a household. So far, it has been
used only for programming convenience to main
tain an intransit level in the central subsector.

17. HN (Exogenous Variable)
New household formations and in-migrants for
each household type are both included in HN which
represents the primary exogenous variable input
to the model.

18. TCX (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix determines the transition of housing
from one type to another as a function of time.

19. TRX (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix determines the transition of house
holds from one type to another as a function of
time.

20. CP (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix transforms the increase in the num
ber of new households (formations and in-mi
grants) into housing demand by housing type.

21. PC (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix transforms the available housing by
type in each zone into a housing preference fac
tor for each household type which determines the
distribution of relocating and new households to
each zone.

22. HLX (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix transforms housing demand by type
into land demand by lot type.

23. HLY (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix transforms the available land by lot
type in each zone into the land available for each
housing type for new construction.

24. OMC (Parameter)
Some of the relocating households move out of the
region. The out-migration constant determines
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the ratio of out-migrants to the total of relocating
households.

25. ECONT (Parameter)
The economic factor was used to permit a varia
tion of turnover rate due to economic cycles. It
has not been used to date and will probably be of
little use in forecasting because of the unpredict
ability of economic cycles and their relative un
importance for long term forecasts.

26. VACR (Parameter)
The land vacancy ratio (VACR) is equivalent to
the housing vacancy ratio (HVR) in that it deter
mines a normal level of vacant lots acceptable to
land developers.

27. HO (Variable Initial Condition)
Housing occupied (in each zone) represents the
number of non-vacant housing units by type. An
initial condition for this variable is needed.

28. HC (Variable Initial Condition)
Housing constructed (in each zone) represents
the number of housing units built by type. An ini-
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tial condition for this variable is needed.

29. H (Variable Initial Condition)
Households by type (in each zone) must also be
provided with an initial value.

30. RLD (Variable Initial Condition)
Developed land by lot type (in each zone) must
also start from an initial set of values.

31. ITAB (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix determines which housing unit types
are permitted in each zone as determined byzon
ing and other land use controls.

32. JTAB (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix determines which household types are
permitted in each zone as determined by the ac
cessibility requirements of each household type.

33. C (Parameter Matrix)
This matrix determines the distribution of total
land development by lot type among the zones and
is the result of a recursive linear programming
solution.
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